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INTRODUCTION.

Books professing to convey instruction on

various branches of art have become so nume-

rous, that authors at the present time usually

think it necessary to apologize for adding to the

number. In introducing the New Manual of

Perspective to public notice apology would be

superfluous, as it is an endeavour to render a

most useful branch of knowledge intelligible to

all persons of ordinary capacity and confined

education, to whom it has hitherto been a

sealed book, from the prolix, pedantic observa-

tions, obsolete technicalities, and complicated

diagrams, used by most authors that have

written upon the Art of Perspective. Even

modern professors pre-suppose that those who

require instruction in the art have attained
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some mathematical knowledge
;
and, acting on

that supposition, use terms and figures that

render their works useless to those who most

require information.

All persons desirous of producing correct

delineations of natural objects, artists, archi-

tects, engineers, machinists, builders, uphol-

sterers, and others, absolutely require a know-

ledge of perspective. Without some proficiency

in this art, the industry, genius, and talent of

the artist are comparatively useless. The archi-

tect that would produce a representation of the

building that has taken him many hours to plan,

finds great difficulty in doing so if he is unac-

quainted with the means of drawing his plans

according to the rules of perspective. Mechani-

cal draughtsmen may be enabled to convey their

ideas to their workmen by means of sections

and elevations of their inventions, but can give

no general idea of their utility and beauty

unless they can make a perspective drawing of

the machine they are anxious to submit to
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public notice. Carpenters, builders, uphol-

I sterers, outfitters, and other artizans, who are

required to give sketches of the work they are

desirous of executing, will find the great utility

of becoming acquainted with the practical

details of the Art of Perspective contained in

this Manual.

The remarks on the progressive operations

are made in plain, familiar language, divested

as much as possible of technical terms; and

where they are unavoidably used, they are pro-

perly explained. The Author confidently anti-

cipates that the numerous diagrams contained

in this work will be the means of removing

many difficulties that impede the progress of

young artists in their early efforts in drawing

objects that require a knowledge of the Art of

Perspective.





A

MANUAL OF PEBSPECTIVE.

CHAPTER I.

Writers on perspective have generally dis-

gusted the juvenile student by their lengthened

observations on the theory of perspective,

describing the effect of the rays of light pass-

ing through the pupil of the eye, and forming

figures on the retina, by numerous complicated

diagrams, explained by terms and figures which

can only be understood by mathematicians.

It is not at all necessary for thoroughly under-

standing the Art of Perspective to become versed

in optics : all that the draughtsman requires, is

to know if there are any rules by which objects

which present themselves to the eye may be
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properly drawn upon canvass or paper, so that

every part may appear in its proper position, as

it appears in nature ; for there is no person of

common understanding that can see, but is

aware that objects present themselves to the

sight larger or smaller, distinct or indistinct, ac-

cording to the distance we are placed from them:

for instance, on first entering the nave of West-

minster Abbey, we observe the piers and arches

of the nave and chancel all appear to become

smaller the farther they are from the eye ; and

that they not only appear smaller, but the

width of the nave and chancel seems gradually

to contract until the distant piers and arches

seem to approach each other. Now we know

by admeasurement that the piers and arches

at the east end of the chancel are really as far

apart from each other as those at the west end

of the nave, and that there must be some law

in the science of optics, or light, to account for

this appearance.

Again : if we stand at the end of Portland-

place, or any long, regularly-built street, we
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shall find the same effect : the houses that are

nearest the eye will be seen distinctly; the

windows and the architectural decorations are

clear and perceptible ; but as the houses recede

from the sight, they become gradually smaller,

and the two sides of the street seem to meet

each other. This effect is seen more completely

at night, when the lamps are lit, where, how-

ever distant from each other, they appear close

to the eye; at the farther end of the street they

appear so close to each other as to form one

line of light. Any person well studied in the

science of optics could explain the cause of this

appearance, and he would be acquainted with

the theory of perspective ; but unless he knew

how to apply his theoretical knowledge to pro-

duce rules for placing points and lines on paper,

so that the objects may be drawn as truly as

they appear to the sight, he knows nothing of

practical perspective.

All that the reader of this Manual will

require to know of the theory of perspective

may be explained in a few words. We are told
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by theorists that all objects in nature are seen

through an atmospherical medium, which forms

the perspective plain: this is true. Not one

reader in a thousand could understand this

theorem without explanation.

The perspective plain will be easily under-

stood by referring to the annexed engraving.

Fig. 1.

The student must suppose one side of the room

to be taken away, to allow the interior to be

seen. The man seated at the enclosed desk is

looking through a hole in a square piece of
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wood, towards a window in the opposite wall.

At some distance from the window an obelisk

is seen standing upon a hill; lines are drawn

from several parts of the obelisk to the sight

hole in the square piece of wood : the lines run

directly through the glass ; and the obelisk

appears to the sight, not the real size, but the

size it appears upon the glass, which represents

the perspective plain. .

When we look at objects in the streets or

the fields, the air that intervenes between the

eye and the object before us, forms the per-

spective plain, and supplies the place of the

glass in the square window. Rays of light pass

from every object to the eye exactly as the

lines run from the obelisk to the sight hole in

the square piece of wood.

By the first diagram we see how the rays of

light pass to the pupil of the eye; and by the

second will be seen the rays passing through the

pupil of the eye to the retina, which is a beau-

tiful net-work of nerves, acting like a mirror, at

the back of the eyeball. In diagram 2, the circle
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represents the eyeball ; the projection at J, the

pupil, or sight point. The objects immediately

before the eye are two boats placed at a dis-

tance from each other. At the back of the

Fig. 2.

t 3

inner surface of the circle is the retina, upon

which is formed a picture of every object that

is seen. The rays of light pass from the ends

of the boat 1, 2, through the pupil J, to 1 and 2

on the retina. In like manner, the lines, or

rays, are drawn from the second boat through

the point J, to the retina. The angle is con-

siderably reduced, and the second boat will

appear on the retina the length of the line

3 and 4. If twenty boats were placed at equal

distances from each other, they would decrease
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in size as the angle became smaller, until the

last boat would appear like a small dot.

The reader, if he refers to the first diagram,

will recollect that the glass forms the medium

through which the rays pass from the object

seen to the eye. If there were four glasses

instead of one, the rays would have a thicker

and less transparent medium to pass, and would

of course be more indistinct. This will also

account for the difference of colour in objects

near or distant from the sight; but we will

reserve our remarks on this subject till we

speak of Aerial Perspective.

Before we proceed to the practical rules of

the art of perspective, it will be necessary for

the learner to become acquainted with the

names and forms of the various lines, points,

and figures, that will constantly be required in

producing the examples contained in this

Manual.
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CHAPTER II.

PRACTICAL PERSPECTIVE—LINES, POINTS, FIGURES,

ETC. ETC.

A straight unbroken line, drawn directly from

one point to another, is called a right line.

Lines are named according to the direction in

which they run : thus a line drawn in the direc-

tion of the level line of the horizon is called an

horizontal line : thus the line from a to b, in

Fig. 3.

the above example, is a right line drawn in a

horizontal direction.

The line from c to d is drawn in a slanting,

Fid. 4.

or oblique direction. It is called an oblique

line.
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A perfectly upright line is

called a perpendicular line. The

line drawn from d to e is a per-

pendicular line.

A line leaning from the per-

pendicular towards the ground

line, as at f c, is called an in-

clined line.
F

Lines that appear bent, or wavy, are called

curved lines. 1 is a

part of a circle, and is

a curved line; 2 is also

a curved line; but as

it is an irregular curve

it is called a wavy line.

Lines running at equal distances from each

other are called parallel lines.

Fig. 8.

A point is always represented by a small

dot, thus (.) A point has in reality no form,

B
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Fig. 9.

and the speck, or dot, is used to show the place

to which lines that are to be drawn towards

a certain point may be taken.

Points have different names, ac-

cording to the place they occupy,

which will be repeatedly seen in

the succeeding examples.

Figures used in geometrical or perspective

drawings are formed with lines taken in different

directions. We will commence with angular

Fig. 10. figures. Two right lines

drawn across each other

form an angle at the

place where they cross, or intersect each other.

This is called the angular point, as the intersec-

tion at i.

If a perpendicular line is drawn

from an horizontal line, as in the

annexed example, it forms a right

angle.

If the line falls, or inclines towards the hori-

jVy. 12. zontal line, it forms an acute

>\ angle.

Fig. 11.
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If it declines the other

way from the horizontal \

line, it forms an obtuse \
angle.

We shall have to return to angles again ; but

before we do so, it will be necessary to describe

the circle, and the way in which it is divided.

A circle is a curved line con-

tinued at an equal distance round

a point. A right line drawn

directly through the point in the

centre, from one side of the circle

to the other, shows the diameter.

The admeasurement round the circle is called

the circumference.

One half of a circle is called a semicircle.

The annexed diagram is a semicircular figure.

The circle, be it large or small, is always divided

into 360 parts, called degrees. To avoid placing

so many figures on the circumference of the

circle, it is usual to measure a space of ten

degrees. In the semicircle annexed, the black

space, from 360 to 10, includes ten degrees;
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the white space, from 10 to 20, also contains

ten degrees. It will be seen that the quadrant,

or quarter of the circle, contains ninety degrees:

Fig. 15.

these will be sufficient to show the division of

the circle. All angles are measured by the

degrees in the circle. We have shown, in

Example 10, that any two lines approaching

each other till they meet, form an angle. Thus

within the semicircle before us, the lines drawn

from f and c meet at the centre g. This is

called the angular point. It is of no conse-

quence howT long or short the lines forming the

angle may be ; it is measured by the space at

the widest part of the angle. Thus a line

drawn from f to c includes thirty degrees, or

G ©
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three of the spaces of ten degrees on the semi-

circle. This angle is a triangle of thirty-

degrees. The lines drawn from a b to the

centre g, include six of these spaces. This is

an angle of sixty degrees. To prove that the

size of the angle has nothing to do with its

admeasurement, the angle dge3 on the small

circle, is also an angle of sixty degrees.

The right line running from a to b is said to

be a chord of sixty degrees. The same num-

ber of degrees measured on the circumference

is an arc of sixty degrees.

We have been rather particular in explain-

ing this diagram, as the degrees in a circle are

used in measuring all matters connected with

architecture, geography, geometry, and per-

spective. The juvenile student who has made

himself thoroughly acquainted with the remarks

on the semicircle, will no longer be at a loss to

know what a builder means when he speaks of

a wall inclining ten degrees from the perpen-

dicular, or that a bridge which he is construct-

ing was an arc of ninety degrees.
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All the following angular figures are formed

by taking degrees of a circle. It will only be

necessary for the student in perspective to know

their forms and the names that are given to them.

Fig. 16.

Equilateral triangle, or angle

of three sides, all the same

length.

Fig. 17.

^^^^^^
Quadrangle, or square.

Pentagon, or angle of five

sides.

Fig. 19.

Hexagon, or angle of six sides.

Fig. 18.
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Tig. 4>\j.

Septagon, or angle of seven /

sides. \I )

Fig. 21.

Octagon, or angle of eight /

sides. \

Fig. 22.

A line that touches the cir-

cumference of the circle with- /

out passing through it, is /(

called a tangent. ^

Geometrical angles can be formed of a great

many more sides; but in speaking of angles

beyond the octagon, it is usual to call such

figures polygons, or many-sided angles.

It does not follow that all angles are formed

in circles ; those having
/\%. 23.

sides of different lengths /
cannot be so formed. The /
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preceding cut is a triangle, all its sides being of

different lengths.

The lines and points that are indispensable

in making drawings in perspective are seen in

the annexed engraving. The square is the form

Fig. 24.

:xy~\ //
//

r •

of the picture. It is in fact the perspective

plain. The bottom line of the square is called

the base line. The line that runs across the

picture parallel to the base line, is the horizon-

tal line ; the point at e is the point of sight

;

that at f the point of station. The points at
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either end of the horizontal line are called

points of distance. Simple as these points and

lines may appear, the accuracy and beauty of a

perspective drawing entirely depend upon the

above lines and points being placed in their

true position.

It may be necessary to inform the juvenile

student that he will require a drawing board,

upon which he can either strain or fasten the

paper he intends to draw upon. A board

about twenty inches long and twelve inches

wide will be the most convenient size; the

edges of the board must be smooth and per-

fectly square. If the student is not provided

with a case of drawing instruments, he will, at

least, require a pair of ordinary compasses, and

also another pair having a movable leg, which

will contain a pencil or ruling pen, for drawing

circles and other figures. He will also require

a T square, and two flat rulers of different

lengths. Both square and rulers must be thin

at their edges, or what is called feather-edged.

As all the operations in perspective have cer-
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tain points from which a number of line3 are

drawn, the learner will find it convenient to

insert a needle in those points for the ruler to

rest against when drawing lines from the points

of sight or distance.

The T square and the smooth edges of the

drawing-board will enable the learner to pro-

duce perpendicular lines with great facility;

but it is proper that he should be able to raise

a perpendicular line without the use of the

square, which may be easily executed by

copying the above diagram. First draw a line

parallel to the bottom of the paper ; then place

the sharp point of the compasses at a ; make

Fig. 25.
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points at equal distances from it on the line

;

mark those points b and c. Remove the sharp

point of the compasses to b, and extend the

pencil point to c; then draw the curved

line c d ; reverse the legs of the compasses,

placing the sharp point on c and the pencil

on b ; draw the curve b d, letting the two

curved lines cross, or intersect each other;

then place the flat ruler upon point a, and at

the intersection at d draw a line from a through

the intersection, and the perpendicular will

be obtained.

Fig. 26.

A drawing seen directly in front, where all

the lines running in an horizontal direction are
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parallel to the base line, is said to be an eleva-

tion of a building. Only one side of a building

can be shown in elevation, as may be seen in

the preceding engraving of the drawing of a

house in elevation.

When both the front of the house and the

side can be seen at the same time, the drawing

is in perspective.

Wig. 27.

j
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CHAPTER III.

OPERATIONS IN PRACTICAL PERSPECTIVE—FIGURES ON

THE GROUND PLAIN.

Operation 1.

—

To draw the perspective appear-

ance of a square, one side of it being on the

base line.

First draw the square; then place one foot

of the compasses on the angle

of the square at c ; take that

foot containing the pencil to

and draw a curved line

beyond the centre of the

square. Then reverse the

process : place the foot of

the compasses on and that

leg of the compasses which

Fig. 28.
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holds the pencil on c, and draw a curved

line as before. Where these curves intersect

at e will be the point of the angle dec.
By drawing lines from e to d and c, the angle

will be complete ; and as the student is aware,

from example, that an equilateral angle is

always an angle of sixty degrees, he will, if

he make the point e the point of station, of

course see the end of the square under that

angle ; and as this distance is the most proper

for all large objects, most of the following

diagrams will be drawn at that angle
;

or, in

other words, the station point will always

be the angular point of an angle of sixty

degrees. Draw this diagram over and over

again before you proceed to put the square in

perspective. You will find it of great use in all

our future lessons, in determining the point of

distance.

We will now proceed to draw the perspective

appearance of this square. First draw the base

line ;
upon which draw that end of the square

that is nearest the eye, d c. (We will suppose
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the angular point f found as directed in the last

diagram.) Next draw the horizontal line, taking

care that it is parallel to the base line
; then,

directly above the point f, at the point of

station, make the point f on the horizontal line.

(This is always the true position of the point of

Fig. 29.

sight.) Then place one leg of the compasses on

the point of sight, and the other on the point of

station ; draw a curved line from the station

point to the horizontal line, and where the
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curved line intersects, or touches, the horizontal

line, will be the true point of distance c.

Then from the angle of the square c, on the

base line, draw a line to the point of distance."

This will of course intersect, or cross, the line

running from d to the point of sight. From
this intersection to the line c f draw a line

parallel to the base, and the square as seen

in perspective will be obtained. Most writers

on perspective have no fixed principle for

placing the point of distance; and this it is

that makes the drawings of streets, churches,

and other objects look so out of drawing. If

the square had been seen under a smaller angle

than sixty degrees, the point of distance would

have been at h ; and if at a still less, at i. Any-

common observer will see that, if a line had

been drawn from c to h, the intersection on

the line d f would have made the square on

the ground plain much too long; and if it

had been drawn from c to i, the sides of the

square seen in perspective would have been

much longer than the side of the square seen
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on the base line, which is, of course, in-

correct.

The square properly drawn a b c d is shaded

in the diagram, to distinguish it from the square

drawn from the wrong point of distance; but

if the learner, in working this diagram, take

the trouble to shade the other squares, the dif-

ference will be more perceptible.

The annexed diagram (Fig. 30) shows three

squares running in an oblique direction to the

Fig. 30.

point of sight. The process is the same as in

the preceding lesson, with the exception that

the side of the square measured on the base is

placed some distance from the point of sight,

instead of immediately under it.

The author of this Manual is aware that

nothing is more tedious to the juvenile student
c
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than the early lessons in any branch of mathe-

matics ; but the difficulty is greatly lessened if

the student will make himself perfectly ac-

quainted with the names and forms of the lines,

points, and figures, and also repeat the drawing

of these operations till he thoroughly com-

prehends them. This will render every suc-

ceeding lesson comparatively easy.

Operation 2.

—

To draw diamond-shaped squares

in perspective, the angle of the square being on

the base or ground line.

This will be found nearly a repetition of the

last operation. A circle is first

drawn, enclosed in a square of

the size required; then draw

a line through the centre of

the circle from d to e, and

another from c to b. If chords

are drawn from one letter to

the other, the diamond-shaped
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square will appear. Proceed, as before directed,

to find the point of station, a.

Having ascertained the size of the square,

and the point of station, proceed to draw the

base line and the horizontal line. On the base

line mark the width and centre of the square.

Place one foot of the compasses on point k, and

the other on l, and draw the curved line l a.

Fig. 32.

\
\
\

1

/

\

\

x

Next draw the curve k a. The intersection will

give the point of station a. Next draw a perpen-

dicular line from a to the horizontal line. Where
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these lines meet, is the point of sight b. Place one

foot of the compasses on the point of sight, and

extend the other to the point of station a, and

draw the curved line to the horizontal line at c.

This is the point of distance; and, as before

remarked, the point of distance is always placed

on the horizontal line exactly as far from the

point of sight as the latter is from the station

point. The student will see that in working

this operation there would be no necessity for

letting any of the curved lines appear, as the

mere movement of the compasses, without mak-

ing the line, would give the point required.

We now proceed to obtain the perspective of

the diamond-shaped stones, by drawing lines

from l d k on the base line to the point of

sight b. From d draw a line to the point of

distance c. Where this line intersects the line

running to the point of sight, it gives one side

of the square e. Draw a line parallel to the

base from e to f. The student will see that

the lines of intersection are drawn beyond the

line k b, to show that if required to mark points
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of distance on each side of the point of sight,

these lines would all run to it, as they do to the

point c. The line f c again intersects the line

from l to b, and another line parallel to the

base, gives two angles of the second square.

In working this operation, we have endea-

voured to describe the whole process, line by

line ; but for the future we shall presume that

the student knows how to place the base and

horizontal lines, and also the points of station

and distance; and we shall have no further

necessity for verbal direction for placing them

in their proper places.

Operation 3.

—

Squares and diamond-shaped

pavement, both seen obliquely.

In the preceding operations, the squares have

been immediately in front of the spectator. In

this example the point of station is of course

opposite the point of sight a; consequently the

spectator will see both the diamond and square
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shaped paving stones in an oblique direction.

In this and the succeeding examples the point

of station will be omitted. The student is aware

that it is only required to ascertain the true place

for the point of distance on the horizontal line

;

and as that has been so thoroughly explained in

working the preceding examples, it will save

time, and simplify the diagrams, by its omission.

In the diagram before us, first draw the

base and horizontal lines, and on the latter

Fig. 33.

g C D E F

mark the point of sight A. On the base line

mark the size of the squares e f, and from

those points draw lines to the point of sight a.

Then from e draw a line to the point of dis-

tance j; where this line intersects the line

from f to a, draw a line parallel to the base

—
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it will give the perspective of the first square.

The second square is at an irregular distance

from that last drawn ; but it is as easily

found by drawing a line from the lower side

of the square (which is always parallel to

the base line) to the point of distance, and

where it intersects the line running from f to a

draw a short line parallel to the base—and that

will give the second square.

We will now proceed to draw the diamond-

shaped stones on the opposite side.

Mark the points bcd on the base line, and

from them draw lines to the point of sight a
;

from the point c draw a line to the point of dis-

tance J ; and where this line intersects the line

running from b to a, draw a short line parallel

to the base; then from c draw a diagonal line

to the short line last drawn—and one half the

diamond is formed. From the ends of the short

lines, where they intersect the lines b d running

to a, draw lines to the point of distance J, and

as many diamond-shaped stones may be formed

as the space will admit.
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Operation 4. — A pavement of squares in

perspective.

The student may suppose he is required to

show the pavement of a hall seven yards square,

being paved with slabs of marble each a yard

square. He would of course draw the ground,

or base line, and the horizontal line; and on

Fig. 34.

the latter, place the point of sight ; then mark

points of distance in their proper places on the

horizontal line, at an equal distance from the
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point of sight ; then proceed to set off the size

of one end of a square block on the base line,

immediately opposite the point of sight, and

draw lines from each end of the square to the

point of sight; then mark the lower end of

three squares on the base line on each side of

the square first drawn. You will then have

the lower end of seven squares of a yard each.

From each of those points on the base line draw

lines to the point of sight ; then draw from the

angle of the outside of the squares last formed

on the base, diagonal lines to each point of

distance; and where they intersect the lines

running from the base to the point of sight,

draw lines parallel to the base,—and the hall

will be covered with forty-nine square stones,

seen in true perspective.

The student will observe in this diagram we

have not marked the points with letters, as we

presume that by this time the point of sight,

and point of distance, have become so familiar

to him that letters of reference are not re-

quired.
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Operation 5. — A pavement of diamond or

lozenge shaped stones, of alternate colours.

This operation will be found very similar to

the last. Here the student may suppose him-

self to have a hall of any dimensions to cover

with lozenge-shaped stones alternately grey and

Fig. 35.

white. He will of course proceed to draw the

base and horizontal lines, and the points of dis-

tance. Next draw a perpendicular line from

the point of sight to the base line, and on each

side of this line mark the size of four squares.
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This will give eight white stones. From the

points on the base line draw diagonal lines to

the points of distance, and they will, without

further trouble, show the whole space covered

with diamond-shaped stones in proper perspec-

tive : then colouring the rows of diamonds

alternately black and white, the operation will

be completed.

The student will see from the example, that

it is of no consequence what area is required to

be covered. It would be quite as easy to draw

a pavement for Westminster-hall as for the

passage of a private residence.

Operation 6. — To draw a circle in per-

spective.

To show the perspective of a circle, it will

first be necessary to draw a circle the size

required, and enclose it in a square. Divide
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this square into compartments, as seen in the

annexed diagram. It will be found that the

circle intersects the lines that divide the square

at regular intervals, so that but a small part of

the circle is seen in each division. Diagonal

Fig. 36.

lines are also drawn from each angle of the

square, to increase the intersections, in the

diagram before us. The upper part of the

square that contains the circle forms the base

line of the perspective drawing. From the
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ends of the upright lines forming the divisions

of the square, draw lines to the point of sight a

on the horizontal line ; then from the left

angle of the square forming the base draw the

diagonal line b to the point of distance, which

is of course on the horizontal line, though not

seen in this diagram. Where the diagonal line

b intersects the lines running from the base

to a, draw lines parallel to the base, and the

same number of divisions will be seen in the

perspective square as in the square below the

base line ; and as the divisions are so small, it

will be easy to draw by hand that part of the

circle that is seen in each division.

Operation 7. — To draw irregular figures in

perspective.

The process of drawing irregular figures in

perspective is the same as in the preceding

lesson. If the student is required to make a
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perspective drawing of the ground plan of a

city, the walls of which form the irregular

figure seen in the annexed diagram, he would

proceed to enclose the plan in a square ; then

Fig. 37.

draw diagonal lines from the angles of the

square, and also divide the square into sixteen

compartments.

The upper side of this square is the base line

of the perspective drawing. Next draw the
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horizontal line ; and from the centre division of

the square marked on the base line draw a per-

pendicular line to the horizontal line, which

will give the point of sight a. Draw lines from

all the divisions marked on the base to a, and

draw diagonal lines from the angles of the

square on the base line to the points of distance

on the horizontal line, which in this diagram

are out of the picture, but which the student

can easily supply in working this diagram on

the drawing-board. Where the diagonal lines

intersect the lines running to the point of sight,

draw lines parallel to the base, and the divi-

sions of the square will be seen in perspective.

Draw that part of the plan of the city that is

seen in the divisions on the square below the

base, on the corresponding divisions of the

square in perspective, and the operation will

be performed.

The preceding examples will be quite suf-

ficient to enable any intelligent student to put

figures on the ground plane in perspective,
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particularly as every succeeding subject will

commence by forming their outline on the

plane.

In this chapter we have been anxious to

make the learner fully understand the Point of

Station and the Points of Distance. There is

another point frequently used, called the Acci-

dental Point, which will be explained in the

next chapter.
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CHAPTER IV.

OBJECTS RAISED ABOVE THE SURFACE.

Operation 8.

—

To draiv a transparent cube in

perspective.

To the student that has made himself con-

versant with the preceding subjects, this will be

an easy lesson. We have supposed the cube

Fig. 38.

9

to be of glass, that the six sides may be seen,

which could not be the case if the cube were
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opaque. The lowest line in this drawing is the

base line ; upon it one side of the square of

the cube is measured ; and from each of these

points lines are drawn to the point of sight.

From the left angle of the square a diagonal

line is drawn to the point of distance. This

intersects the line drawn from the right angle

of the square, on the base, to the point of sight.

At the intersection a line is drawn parallel to

the base, and the lower part of the square is

formed on the ground plane, as in the preceding

operations. The student will next proceed to

raise two perpendicular lines of the same length

as the lower line of the square, marked upon

the base line ; and from each end of the line of

the square, on the base, the perpendicular lines

being drawn, draw a line parallel to the base

from the top of one perpendicular line to the

other,—and the square of the cube towards the

spectator will be complete. From the upper

angles of this square draw lines to the point of

sight; and then proceed to draw two perpen-

dicular lines from the ends of the short line
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forming the outer side of the square upon the

ground plane ; the perpendicular lines will touch

the lines running to the point of sight,—and

the cube will be represented in perspective.

The student will observe that the accuracy

of this figure entirely depends upon the true

position of the square on the surface ; for if

that had been wrong, every part of the cube

would have been thrown out of drawing.

Operation 9.

—

Square blocks of marble rising

above the horizontal line.

In this operation we commence as before, by

finding the squares of the three upright blocks

on the surface. The lower side of the first

square of the three upright blocks is used as

the base line ; and lines drawn from it to the

point of sight, on the horizontal line. From

the angle of the first square draw the diagonal
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line b till it touches the horizontal line at some

distance out of the picture. A line drawn from

the intersection of this line with that running

to the point of sight, will give the first

square a. Next draw perpendicular lines from

the angles of the square on the base to the

height required ; join them by a line even with

the line at the base ; and we have a long square

upright figure, forming one side of the block of

stone. From the angles at the top draw lines to

the point of sight; from each of the angles of the

squares on the ground draw perpendicular lines

to the lines above the horizon running to the

point of sight,—and the three upright blocks

will be produced.

The figure near the centre of the ground

plane is a trough, open at the top. The square

of this is drawn first; but as it is a long

irregular figure, no lines are required to the

point of distance, but merely a short line drawn

parallel to the horizon, touching the lines that

run to the point of sight. From the line

nearest the base draw two short perpendicular
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lines, and connect them at the top by a line

drawn from one to the other,—and the square

of the trough nearest the eye will be drawn.

Fig. 39.

From the upper angles of this square draw

lines to the point of sight ;—short upright lines

from the farthest angles of the square on the

plain will give the other three sides of the

trough.

The large square block on the right side

of this diagram is drawn as directed for the
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three opposite blocks, and will require no

direction.

As this is the first operation in which we

have placed the point of distance out of the

picture, it may be necessary to say, that where

there are many objects in one drawing, the

whole together are seen under one angle, which

is consequently larger than those required for

single objects ; and the point of station and

point of distance are too far off the point of

sight to be seen within the square of the pic-

ture ; but of course must be properly placed

in working the operation on the drawing-

board.

Operation 10.

—

Four piers supporting beams

above them; the columns standing on a pave-

ment of squares.

In this, as in the preceding operation, we have

left the outlines of the subject without light
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and shade, as if the beam was supported

merely by iron rods rising from the angles

of the squares of the pavement. This is

done to show the student all the lines of the

drawing.

Commence this subject by marking the num-

ber of squares required on the base line ; and

from the divisions draw lines to the point of

sight. Next draw a diagonal line from the last

division on the left side to the point of distance.

This line will of course intersect the lines run-

ning to the point of sight ; and if lines parallel

to the base are drawn from every intersection,

the pavement will be completed. Next draw

perpendicular lines, of the requisite height,

from the lower angles of the outside squares of

the pavement, and above them a long line even

with the horizontal line. The lower line of the

beam projects a little beyond the perpendicular

lines. From the ends of this projection draw

two short upright lines for the ends of the

beam, and connect them with another line run-

ning in a horizontal direction. The sides of
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the piers nearest the eye, and also the front of

the beam, are now drawn. From the upper

angles of the piers draw lines to the point of

sight ; and from the angles of the second and

Fig. 40.

sixth squares, on the pavement, draw perpen-

dicular lines to the lines above the horizon

running to the point of sight ; then draw the

square of the beam in the distance,—and the

drawing is complete.
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Fig. 41 shows the way in which the centre of

the square figure in perspective is found, let

the size of the square be what it may. The

base and horizontal lines being drawn, and the

point of sight marked upon the latter, draw a

perpendicular line the length of one side of the

square, and from each end of this line draw

lines to the point of sight ; then draw a shorter

perpendicular line at the proper distance from

the first, and the square will be formed. Then

draw lines from the angles of the square, cross-

ing each other as in the annexed diagram.

Where the lines cross, or, to use the proper

Fig. 41.
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term, intersect, is the perspective centre. A
perpendicular line drawn through the intersec-

tion, will give the correct place of the point of

a gable, spire, or pediment, in any subject that

may come under the notice of the student.
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CHAPTER Y.

THE HORIZON IN NATTJKE AND PERSPECTIVE

.

In all the drawings we have made, we have

drawn an horizontal line and a base line, with-

out any fixed principle, or reason why they

should be placed as we have hitherto drawn

them. Before we enter upon more elaborate

subjects, it will be necessary that the student

should be aware of the proper place for the

horizontal line, by studying the natural horizon.

If the reader were standing on the sea-shore,

looking over the ocean, he would find that, in

the extreme distance, the water and sky appear

to touch each other; and if he happen to be

looking towards the west as the sun sets, he

will find it seems gradually to sink beneath the
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mass of water in the distance, or, to use a com-

mon phrase, it has sunk below the horizon. If,

while contemplating the distant waters, the

spectator were to hold up a stick directly across

his eyes, it would, at a short distance from

them, intercept his views of the natural horizon,

which is always of the same height as the eye

of the spectator, stand where he may. And he

will also find that all the objects in the expanse

before him commence at some distance from the

place on which he is standing, and cannot go

beyond the horizon. In the marine view, ships

of various sizes sail past, but they all sail upon

the liquid plane bounded by the horizon.

Looking steadily forward towards the place

where the water and sky appear to meet, he

finds that he cannot see objects ten or fifteen

feet away from him without looking down

upon them, and thus lose the view of the

distance; but at a certain point the objects in

the foreground present themselves distinctly.

This is the natural base line, and, of course, the

place where he stands is the point of station.
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The line formed by the meeting of the sky

and water, is the natural horizontal line, and

upon it, directly before his eyes, the point of

sight.

It will follow, that in copying nature we

must observe her laws. If, in commencing a

marine view, we make the horizon too low, we

must suppose it to be taken by a person sitting

on the sand. The same effect is observable in

a picture where the horizon can be seen. In the

little sketch annexed, the Arab is sitting on a

stone in the midst of the ruins of Palmyra, look-

ing towards the horizon where the edge of the

Fig. 42.
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desert and the sky seem to meet together.

In this case the plane of the picture would be

too confined to allow him to see objects dis-

tinctly.

In the next sketch (Fig. 43) the man is stand-

ing up, looking towards the sea. This is the

Fig. 43.

natural horizon. If the spectator is standing

on level ground, all the objects on the ground

plane are seen distinctly, and sufficient space is

allowed for detail, and light and shade. The

perspective of a picture will show to the

greatest advantage under and above the natural

horizon, which, as will be seen in the sketch, is
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the height of the head of the Indian in the

foreground.

If a person makes a drawing from the top of

a house, or from an eminence, he will of course

have a greater extent of view, but the hori-

zontal line will be so high, if much foreground

is allowed, that one side of every object will

appear to be lifted up, and quite out of its

usual position. This is the case with objects

when the horizon is placed as high as the

figure seen from a projecting turret of the

castle.

In the fourth sketch (Fig. 45), the horizontal

Fig. 44.
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line is near the top of the picture. An hori-

zontal line this height is only allowable in what

is called a bird's-eye view. Many of our

readers have doubtless seen in old books, views

of gentlemen's seats, drawn exactly in this

manner, before the Art of Perspective was

practised. It was the only means the artist

Fig. 45.

had of getting space for a foreground. In this

the figures are seen walking over each other :

the house, gardens, and trees, appear all out of

drawing.

From this examination of the appearance of

the natural horizon, the horizontal line in a
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drawing may generally be placed about one-

third the height of the picture ; in some in-

stances it will require to be rather lower, but

seldom above that height.

The student will also observe, that in what-

ever part of the picture figures may be intro-

duced, if they are standing on a level sur-

face3 their heads should never be much above

fig. 46.

the horizon. The annexed engraving will show

how figures appear in perspective that are

standing on the same plane. It will be seen

that the head of the Bedouin Arab in the fore-

E
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ground, looking towards the point of sight, is

a little higher than the horizontal line. The

Arabs that are marching one after the other, all

have their heads the same height : so have the

rest of the figures. If this rule is observed,

figures may be placed at any distance without

appearing to walk over the heads of others

in the foreground, which they invariably do in

old street views, or other subjects where, in

order to obtain great distance, the horizontal

line is placed near the top of the picture.

We will close our remarks on the horizontal

line by showing that the horizon is not altered

by objects being placed on an eminence. In

the above diagram, the horizontal line will
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be seen to be the height of the figure in the

distance as well as of that nearest the eye.

The cottage on the left of the picture is stand-

ing on the ground plane ; the lines all run

regularly to the point of sight in the horizon.

The house on the right is on a high bank ; but

the lines all run from it to the same point of

sight. The lines of every subject below the

horizon run upwards to the sight point ; while

the lines of all objects above the horizon are

drawn downward to the same point.

Operation 11.

—

Three arches springing from

piers.

Commence by drawing the base line and the

horizontal line; then mark eight points, at

equal distance from each other^ on the base

line. Draw lines from the points on the base

line to the point of sight a; then draw a

diagonal line to the point of distance b. The
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intersection of the lines running to a will point

out the place of the lines running parallel to

Fig. 48.

the base. Mark the two first outside squares

atfd the two fifth. The student will find he
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has not squares enough on which to place the

piers of the third arch. From the outer angle

of the seventh square he must draw another

diagonal to the point of distance b, and from

the intersections of the lines running to a draw

parallel lines as before. By this means forty-

nine more squares will be obtained. Count

from the squares marked for the second piers

;

and on the fourth from them, mark the squares

for the piers of the third arch. Having drawn

the ground plane, or pavement, from the an-

gles of the two outside squares marked upon

the base, raise the perpendiculars c c, c c

:

form the top of each pier by drawing a line

with the pencil directly across the drawing over

both piers ; then from the angles c on the piers

draw lines to the point of sight. From all the

squares upon which piers are to be placed, draw

perpendicular lines to the lines last drawn ; and ,

form the tops of the piers by drawing lines

parallel to the horizon directly across the

drawing, as at c c, c c. All the piers being

raised, proceed to form the arches that spring
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from them. For this purpose, find the centre

of the line taken across the drawing, and

placing one leg of the compasses on the centre

point, extend the pencil point to c on the right

side of the drawing, and make a semicircle to c

on the left. Draw another smaller semicircle

from the inner side of the pier : draw it lightly,

and with a fine-pointed pencil. Arches may be

drawn over the remaining piers in the same

way. Next draw lines parallel to the horizon

from the upper angle of the piers : and drawing

a line from the centre point first formed be-

tween the piers to the point of sight, will give

the centre of all the other "arches. The joints

of the stones with which the arch is built are

all drawn towards the centre of the semicircle.

From the ends of the lines on the inner semi-

circle draw lines to the point of sight, and they

will give the markings for the stones on all the

arches. The operator will find that the whole

drawing is by this time nearly covered with

lines; he will therefore take a fine pen and

Indian ink, and go over the outline of the piers
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and arches, leaving all the perspective lines

to be removed by the Indian-rubber when the

ink outline is dry. The piers and arches are

afterwards put in shade with a wash of Indian

ink.

Operation 12.

—

An arcade of eight arches over

a pavement of square stones, the point of sight

not being in the centre of the drawing.

There are no subjects where errors in per-

spective are so immediately perceptible as in

the interior of long-vaulted buildings. In the

preceding operation we had three arches, the

spectator standing exactly in front of them

;

but in drawing the interior of a church it is

usual to make the point of sight out of the

centre, so that the spaces between the arches

and the whole of one side of the church may

be larger than the other: not only that it is

more picturesque, but it enables the draughts-
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man to show objects beyond the piers on one

side of the church, and also the architectural

ornaments of the piers and arches to greater

advantage.

We commence this operation, as all others^

by drawing the base and horizontal lines.

Next draw the square about the picture to

determine its size, letting the base line form the

lower side of the square. The point of sight is

on the horizon at a, and, for the reasons before

stated, it is not placed in the centre of the pic-

ture. The method of forming a pavement of

squares has been so repeatedly shown, that

we may merely observe that there are three

diagonals intersecting the lines running to the

point of sight, giving 192 squares. The first

perpendicular is drawn from the angle of the

eighth square on the base to d. Draw a line

from d to the point of sight, which will give

the height of the perpendiculars raised from

every fourth line on the outer range of squares

on both sides of the pavement ; they are taken

up to the lines drawn from b to the point of
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sight : and the operator will be pleased to

observe how beautifully they diminish in size

and distance from each other as they approach

the point of sight.

Tig. 49.

In order to obtain the centre for the arches

that spring from the perpendicular lines, it will

be necessary to find the centre between the

two first perpendiculars ; it is marked c on the
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diagram. A line drawn from this point to the

point of sight will give the centres for all the

arches.

Operation 13.

—

To draw a semicircular arcade

in perspective.

If the student wished to draw an arcade con-

sisting of semicircular arches, he would find it

quite easy to form the ground plane by means

of squares, and also to raise perpendiculars

for the piers; but if he supposed he could use

the compasses for striking the semicircles, as in

the preceding examples, he would find he was

mistaken. Semicircles, as seen in the annexed

example, must first be drawn in a square, like

the semicircle drawn in elevation in the annexed

diagram. The square is divided by diagonal lines

drawn from the angles. Make a perpendicular

line through the intersection of the diagonal lines,

and it will divide the square in the centre. Place

one leg of the compasses on the lower end of

this short upright line, and with the pencil leg
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draw a semicircle, which will cross or intersect

the diagonal lines. At these intersections draw

lines parallel to the horizon. From this square

draw all the lines that run in an horizontal

direction to the point of sight, which is not

shown in this diagram. If these lines are taken

Fig. 50.

across the perpendicular lines raised from the

ground plan, the number of squares will be

given. It will be necessary to find the per-

spective centre of these squares, by drawing

diagonal lines from their angles ; where the

diagonals intersect, will be the centre. Draw

a short upright line through each intersection,

and the squares in perspective will be divided,
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like that in elevation. Observe carefully where

the semicircle that was struck with the com-

passes intersects the lines on the square, and

it will be found very easy to draw by hand the

small portions of the semicircle on the corre-

sponding intersections of the squares in per-

spective, no matter how many may be re-

quired.

In the example, only two squares are drawn,

but the operation would be the same if twenty

arches were required. The student will see

that this is only another application of the rule

for drawing a circle in perspective, as given in

a former operation.

Operation 14.

—

Pointed arches.

Pointed arches are drawn from two or more

centres, according to their shape. The arches

in this example are triangular arches, and are

drawn from the lower angles of the square, the
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intersection of the curved lines forming the

apex, or point, of the arch.

The square in elevation is divided by diagonal

lines, and lines running horizontally taken

Fig. 51.

across them; a short perpendicular line is

drawn through the intersections in the centre.

This must be repeated on the squares in per-

spective; and again the arches must be formed

by hand; that is, without the assistance of

compasses, by drawing the small part of the

curved line carefully through the intersections,

as seen in the diagram.

The young student may say, Is there a posi-

tive necessity for proceeding in this way if a
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ruined arch presents itself in a landscape ? If

he would draw very correctly, this is the proper

Fig. 52.

method; but if he is thoroughly acquainted

with the foregoing diagrams, he can trust a

great deal to the eye and the mind. Nothing

will be easier than to make the bottom of a

pier the base line at any part of the ground

plane, and draw a single line to the point of

sight from the base and the top of the perpen-

dicular line of the pier, which will be a suffi-

cient guide for unconnected piers or arches.
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Operation 15.

—

Interior of a room, the point of

sight in the centre.

The student has by this time become so well

acquainted with the points and lines used in

perspective, that he will easily be able to put

Fig. 53.

any room in perspective by merely looking at

this diagram.

We have supposed the room to be about

twelve feet in height, the doorway eight feet, and
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the horizontal line five-and-half feet. The point

of sight is at b ; a a a the horizontal line ; the

ground plane is formed by a line drawn from

e to the point c out of the picture ; the boards

of the floor are drawn up to the point of sight

;

the upper line of the window, the cornice, and

the ornamented panel, all run down to the

point b.

We may remark, that if an apartment or

building is drawn to scale, the number of feet

and inches are measured on the outside perpen-

dicular lines c e and h e. All objects on the

ground plane are measured on the base.

Operation 16.

—

Interior of the prison in the

Lollards' Tower, Lambeth Palace.

The annexed drawing is inserted without the

lines: it is the interior of the prison where

Archbishop Chicheley confined the early Re-

formers, who were at that time called Lol-
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lards ; and the tower, of which this room is the

upper apartment, is still called the Lollards'

Tower.

The line hh is the horizontal line ; a the

point of sight. Every line that does not run

Fig. 54.

parallel to the base is in this subject taken to

the point of sight.

The most juvenile student that has paid

ordinary attention to the preceding lessons

F
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will be able to produce this subject. The floor,

the sides of the room, and the ceiling, are all

boarded.

Operation 17.

—

The Thames Tunnel.

There is no structure in the Metropolis that

presents so long a vista as the Thames Tunnel.

The student that has an opportunity of seeing

this splendid monument of human ingenuity

and perseverance will, at a glance, have dis-

played before him a fine example of the truth

of the laws of perspective. It would require

more space than could be spared in this Manual

to enter into even a brief description of this

magnificent work. The tunnel consists of two

arcades, open to each other by spaces left in the

centre wall. Only one arcade is presented in the

annexed engraving. It presents an unbroken

succession of semicircular divisions, as repre-

sented in former operations. The point of sight

is in the extreme distance, about the height

of the man's head. The lamps have a most
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beautiful effect, and present the appearance of

two lines of light meeting each other at the

point of sight.

Fig, 55.

Any person that has made himself master of

the preceding lessons would find but little

difficulty in making an accurate drawing of

the Thames Tunnel. It will be seen by the
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preceding sketch, that neither the walls nor piers

in the centre are perpendicular. This pecu-

liarity would present no difficulty if the points

for the divisions were properly made on the

ground plane; the slight curve between the

semicircles and the pavement could be as easily

drawn as perpendicular lines.

The lines are omitted in this sketch; they

would have entirely hid the picture : and the

lines of the building are so simple and con-

tinued, that they require no other direction.

Operation 18.

—

Pyramidal figures and acci-

dental points.

Spires of churches and other pyramidal figures

are frequently drawn incorrectly, even in pic-

tures by artists of reputation. The true place

of the apex of a spire may always be found,

by drawing a line from the centre of the square

on the ground plane.

Fig. 1, in the annexed diagram, is a lofty
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spire. The square is first drawn on the ground

plane, as directed in former lessons; lines are

drawn within the square from opposite angles,

crossing each other in the centre of the square.

From this intersection a perpendicular line is

drawn the height of the spire. Lines are drawn

from each angle of the square on the ground

plane to the upper end of the perpendicular

line—and the true form of the spire is obtained.

Fig. 3 is a repetition of the same process. It

is a low cucumber frame. A glance at the

diagram will show how the centre is found.

The height of the pyramid entirely depends on

the length of the perpendicular line drawn from

the centre of the square on the ground plane.

In describing the various points used in per-

spective drawing, at the commencement of this

Manual, the accidental points were purposely

omitted, as it required more explanation than

the student would be likely to comprehend in

the preliminary remarks ; but after the number

of operations he has studied it will present no

difficulty. The rays from all objects on the
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ground plane that are placed directly before the

!

spectator terminate in the points of sight or

distance; but there are instances, like the block

of stone in the example (Fig. 2), that may be

so placed that the lines from it will not run to

Fig. 56.

either of the points. In that case, lines are

drawn from it to the horizontal line; and where

those lines terminate on the horizontal line, are

called accidental points, as the point c in this

diagram.
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Operation 19.

—

A cottage, according to ad-

measurement.

In the preceding lessons no mention is made of

admeasurement ; but we will now point out the

method of drawing buildings in perspective

according to their true dimensions. Before the

architect commences the drawing of a building,

he determines the scale of feet or yards by

which he desires to measure the various parts

of the building: the draughtsman that wishes

to draw a building in perspective, according

to admeasurement, must also prepare a scale.

The annexed diagram is a very simple subject,

of small dimensions, so that all the lines may

appear in the drawing.

As in all other drawings, first draw the base

and horizontal lines. In drawing this humble

cottage, we are supposed to be standing op-

posite the angle of the building nearest the

eye; consequently, the point of sight is not
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visible ; all the lines are drawn to the points of

distance a and b, on the horizontal line.

Before proceeding with the perspective of the

cottage, it will be necessary to form a scale,

like that seen at d in the annexed diagram.

The student will find it contains ten divisions

of equal length, marked alternately black and

white ; each division represents twelve inches,

consequently the scale is ten feet in length,

which is quite sufficient for this small drawing.

Of course the scale could be extended to any

length required.

Commence the drawing of the cottage by

raising a perpendicular line about the centre

of the base line. From the end of the perpen-

dicular on the base line draw lines to the points

of distance a b.

Then take eight divisions of the scale, and,

placing one foot of the compasses on the end

of the perpendicular line, from it mark off

eight feet upon the base, and from this point

draw a line to the point of distance b. Where

this line intersects the line running to a, shows
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the eight feet of the ground line of the front of

the cottage.

Next draw a line at right angles with the

base line, running through the point of dis-

tance b, at some distance above and below it.

The line forming the ground line of the front of

Fig. 57.

s

the cottage running to a must be extended to

the last formed perpendicular line ; and where

it intersects, commence the admeasurement for

the height of the upright lines of the cottage.

First measure eight feet, the height of the

building, and from this point draw a line to A,

and it will give the true height of the two
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upright lines forming the front of the cottage.

The side of the house must next be drawn, by

ruling lines from the upper and lower ends of

the centre perpendicular to b. Then on the

base line c mark off eight feet from the lower

end of the perpendicular towards b. From the

point marking the eight feet draw a line to A

;

and where it intersects the line running from

the centre perpendicular to b, are the eight feet

of the ground line of the side of the cottage.

Draw a perpendicular line from this intersection

to the line running from the upper end of the

centre perpendicular line, and it will give the

length of the top of the side of the cottage.

The space between the angle of the cottage

and the first upright line of the square window

is three feet. Mark off three feet from the

scale on the base line, and draw a line from it

towards a till it touches the ground line of the

side of the cottage. At this intersection draw

an upright line, and it will give one side of

the window; then on the base line mark off

two feet, as seen in the diagram. From this
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point draw a line towards a till it intersects the

ground line of the cottage ; and from the inter-

section draw an upright line, and it will give

the other side of the window.

The eight feet of the side of the cottage are

now divided into two spaces three feet wide,

and a window two feet. We have obtained the

width by working from the base line. The

height must be measured upon the perpen-

dicular line running through the point of dis-

tance b. The upper line of the square of the

window is six feet from the ground line of the

cottage. To obtain this height correctly, six

feet must be measured on the perpendicular

line running through b. A line running from

the point marking this distance towards a will

cross the centre perpendicular of the cottage

;

and lines drawn from this intersection to a and

b will give the upper line of the door and win-

dow. The lower line of the window is three

feet from the ground line. This space must

also be measured on the perpendicular crossing

b ; and a line drawn from the point marking
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the three feet towards a will intersect the

centre line of the cottage. A line drawn from

this intersection towards b will give the bottom

of the window. The plinth at the lower part

of the cottage is about one foot in width. This

is also marked on the perpendicular crossing b
;

and a line from the point showing one foot taken

towards a will show the width of the plinths on

the front of the cottage. A line drawn from

the intersection of the centre line of the cottage

towards b will show the w7idth of the plinth on

the side of the building. And we have now

every part of this simple building drawn in

perspective, according to admeasurement.

Operation 20.

—

One side of the exterior of a

concert-room, by admeasurement.

This subject is too large to allow all the points

to appear in the drawing as they were shown

in the preceding operation.

The base line and the horizontal line must be
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first drawn. Both of them are taken a con-

siderable distance beyond the limits of the

picture. The point of sight is seen on the

horizontal line, at d, The point of distance

may be easily found by placing the flat rule

upon the ground line of the building, and con-

tinuing the line till it intersects the horizontal

line : the intersection is the place for the point

of distance.

The dimensions of the building are as fol-

lows :

—

FEET.

Height 30

Length 46

Pilasters 2

Space from the pilasters to windows - 4

Width of windows ------- 4

Space between the windows - - - - 6

Plinth- - - - 2

Length of pilasters, including capitals - 20

Architrave, including the parapet - - 8

Height of windows - 14

An architect may smile at the proportions of

this concert-room ; but our intention is to show

how to draw the various parts of a building in

perspective according to admeasurement, and
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we will leave the architect to vary the propor-

tions as he pleases.

Having stated the dimensions, a scale must

be drawn, as at a. The scale is generally

drawn in ten divisions. Each division on this

scale represents two feet: the first division is

marked in the centre, to show the size of one foot.

Commence the drawing with the perpendi-

cular line nearest the eye raised upon the base

line. Commence setting off the admeasurement

from the lower end of the perpendicular line,

by copying the scale on a piece of paper, and

applying it to the base line, upon which all the

upright lines are measured. Pilaster, two feet;

space between the pilaster and the window,

four feet ; window, four feet ; space, six feet.

Repeat the admeasurement on the base, till the

whole of the divisions of the front are marked

upon the base line. All the divisions cannot be

shown in this diagram, but the student will know

how to continue them beyond the limits of the

picture. Next draw a line from the angle on

the base line to the point of sight d ; and also a
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line to the point of distance. This line is the

ground line of the building. Place the flat

rule on the points marked upon the base, and

draw lines from them towards the point d, till

they touch the ground line of the building.

Fig. 58.

Place the square upon the ends of the lines

where they touch the ground line, and draw

faint perpendicular lines, and the width of

every object upon the face of the building will

be correctly drawn.
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We now proceed to measure the height of

the various parts, which in this drawing are

measured upon the first perpendicular line.

By referring to Operation 19, the student will

find the admeasurement of the height of the

object measured upon a perpendicular drawn

across the point of distance. The same process

may be repeated in this drawing ; but as we

have the perspective width of two feet on the

ground line given, it will be much easier to

make another scale of ten divisions, taking the

two feet from the ground line for the first

division. This is done in the scale b ; and all

the divisions on the perpendicular are measured

by this scale. The width of the plinth, two

feet ; space between the plinth and lower end

of the windows, including the window-sill, three

feet; height of windows, fourteen feet; space

between the windows and frieze, one foot;

the frieze, three feet; the cornice, including

the parapet, five feet. All these admeasure-

ments must be marked with points on the

first drawn perpendicular line ; and lines drawn
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from them to the point of distance, out of the

picture.

If the lines are correctly drawn, all the

divisions of the side of the concert-room will

appear in true perspective. The drawing can

then be finished according to the taste of the

draughtsman ; and the pencil lines showing

the perspective divisions removed, by using the

Indian-rubber.

We might increase the size of this Manual

by repeating this process a number of times,

but the student would gain no increase of in-

formation. Whatever building he wishes to

put in perspective, according to strict admea-

surement, he must proceed as in the two opera-

tions here given. The rule is simple, viz.

upright lines are measured on the base line

:

lines running parallel to the ground line of the

building are measured from the same scale, on

a perpendicular drawn through the point of dis-

tance, or, on a reduced scale, on the perpen-

dicular line of the building nearest the eye.

G
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CHAPTER VI.

FURNITURE IN PERSPECTIVE.

Operation 2 1 .
—Bedstead.

This is a drawing of an ordinary four-post

bedstead of the present fashion. We have

chosen this subject in preference to a more

splendid bedstead, because the lines will show

more distinct ; and any upholsterer can furnish

the bedstead according to his own taste, or the

fancy of his customers, when he has the post

and frame-work in perspective.

In drawing furniture, it will be necessary to

be particularly careful in having the points of

station and distance in their proper places, and

the horizontal line rather below than above the

height of the eye of a man standing on the bed-
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room floor. I should advise no upholsterer to

purchase this work, and think he will know

how to draw furniture in perspective, unless he

studies the early operations. We presuppose

Fig. 59.

in the following remarks, that he has done so

;

and we shall therefore give no directions for

finding the square upon the surface: that he

has learned in the three first operations. We
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will therefore commence by stating that both

the points of distance are out of the picture,

upon the horizontal line a a. In order to

make this clearly understood by the furniture

draughtsman, the small diagram (Fig. 60) is

annexed. The square is supposed to be the

Fig. 60.

size of the picture ; A is the horizontal line,

drawn a considerable distance beyond each

of the upright lines of the square. We
have no lines in this drawing leading to the

point of sight ; but the student is aware if

the sight point was required, it would be

exactly between the points of distance b c.

The lines running to the points of distance

should run from points marked on the base line,

according to the scale of feet of the bedstead

:
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but in this small diagram we merely want to

show the horizontal line drawn beyond the

picture, upon which is placed the points of dis-

tance.

The small diagram (Fig. 61) shows the bad

effect of drawing an object under too small an

angle of vision. Here the spectator, or rather

Fig. 61.

A
fciiluL c

the point of station, would be a short distance

from the bed-post nearest the base line; and

the consequence is, that though the horizontal

line is drawn the same height as in Fig. 60,

the points of distance are so near together

that the drawing looks preposterous, a is the

horizontal line ; b c the points of distance : and

any person totally unacquainted with drawing
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could tell that this must be a false position,

and that no bedstead could have that appear-

ance in reality.

Operation 22.

—

Chair, footstool, and table, in

perspective.

In this operation both the point of sight and

point of distance are a long way beyond the

boundary of the picture : a is the horizontal

line; the line at o is part of the base line;

two of the legs of the chair, and the leg of

the table that is nearest the eye, are both

supposed to be upon it. The point of sight

will easily be found if the horizontal line is

drawn sufficiently long. If the dotted line at I

is continued till it touches the horizontal line,

that will give the point of sight ; and the line

from i, in the contrary direction, will give the

point of distance. The dotted lines all run to

these points; and, with the diagram before
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him, the student can have no difficulty in work-

ing this operation.

We might introduce numberless articles of

furniture as examples for the artist and the

upholsterer, but as they are all drawn by the

%. 62.

A

same rules, the subjects introduced will be

sufficient to enable them to put furniture in

any part of the room in perspective. In some

old works on perspective the floor is divided

into squares, as in Operation 5, and the furni-

ture marked on the squares. There is not the
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slightest occasion for this complicated method

;

the student that has well practised the early

operations knows how to place a square or

other figure on the ground plane on any part of

the surface, and he can then raise perpendicu-

lars from it of any height required, always

taking care to recollect the comparative height

of a man and the piece of furniture. Chairs,

tables, and all objects below the height of a

man, must be placed at a proportionate distance

beneath the horizontal line.

We have, in the remarks on the horizontal

line, at page 62, shown the importance of draw-

ing this line the proper height. The impro-

priety of placing this line greatly above or

below the height of a man, is clearly seen:

if drawn too high, the furniture would look as

if placed on an inclined plane ; and if too low,

the objects would all appear to be falling down.
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Operation 23. -Square monument, surmounted

a circular vase.

This subject is introduced to show the effect

of drawing the horizontal line considerably

beyond the space occupied by the picture. The

square on the ground plane is first formed, and

Fig. 63.

perpendicular lines of the proper height raised

from the angles. As the spectator is supposed

to be standing opposite the angle, he can see

two sides of the monument. The point of
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sight is in the centre of the picture, but is of

course hid by the subject. The points of dis-

tance must be placed on the horizontal line a a,

on each side of the centre perpendicular line,

and at equal distances from it. All the divi-

sions on the monument must be correctly

marked on the centre perpendicular, and lines

drawn from them to the two points of distance,

like the dotted lines in the preceding engraving.

The outline of the vase must be correctly

formed, and the lines drawn across it slightly

curved, to show rotundity. In small round

objects the rotundity is shown by the light and

shade, rather than by perspective lines.

Operation 24.

—

Greenwich and Dover Railway.

The annexed engraving of the Greenwich

Railway contains a great many objects that have

been explained in the preceding operations; but

as they have not been introduced in a real view,
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the detail of this drawing is given, as it will

enable the student to commence and complete

almost any architectural subject that may come

under his notice.

Fig. 64.

We commence at the base line, which here

also forms the lower line of the border of the

picture. Next ascertain the height of the

horizon: it is marked in this drawing the
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height of the head of the diminutive figure

standing in the centre of the road near the

archway. The point of sight is the head of the

figure. The arch that is taken over the carriage

way, and the small arches on each side of it,

are in elevation. Take the horizontal line some

inches beyond the drawing, on the side where

the railway appears, and draw the base line a

great deal longer than it appears in the picture,

and upon it measure the width of the piers and

the space between them. Draw a line to the

point of sight, for the ground line of the piers in

perspective; and from the point previously made

on the base draw lines toward the point of dis-

tance. Where these lines touch the ground

line of the piers, draw perpendiculars. Measure

the height of the first pier on the perpendicular

line nearest the base, and from this point draw

a line to the point of sight ; this will give the

height of all the piers. Then on the perpen-

dicular nearest the base measure the height of

the arch ; from this point draw a line to the

point of sight, and the height of all the arches
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will be found. Divide the squares between each

pier, as directed in Fig. 50, and draw the arches.

The parapet, the cornice, the heading of the

piers, and the plinth, must all be measured on the

same perpendicular, and the lines taken to the

point of sight. The thickness of each pier will be

given by the perpendicular from the ground

plane. The cornice under the arches is drawn

parallel to the horizon. The curves of the

inner side of the arches are so little seen, and

all spring from the cornice, that they can be

drawn correctly by hand, without lines. The

opening under the piers must be measured from

the first small arch in the pier, by taking lines

to the point of sight. The direction of the

lines for the plinth of the piers, and the parapet

of the wall above the arches, will be seen in the

drawing. Mark the ground line of the iron

railings upon it, and draw short upright lines at

the proper divisions ; and then draw the hand-

rail to the point of sight. Draw the lines for

the road to the same point. Next slightly draw

the figures. The whole drawing is now in true
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perspective, but covered with pencil lines. Ink

that part of the outline forming the drawing, and

take out all the perspective lines with Indian-

rubber, and the drawing will be complete.

The student will find it much to his advan-

tage to practise this drawing twice the size of

the engraving. This he can easily do, as it is

only taking twice the length of the lower line

of the square, and twice the height of the per-

pendiculars. This increase of size will give

greater facility in drawing the perspective lines,

and the drawing will not be a mere tracing of

the original.

Operation 25.

—

The interior of the nave, tran-

sept, and choir, of a cathedral.

The student that can produce a correct copy

of this operation twice the size, will have the

power of drawing the interior of any cathedral

that comes under his notice. The groining of
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the ceiling, and the arches in the nave and

choir, are from Westminster Abbey. Only one

shaft of the pier is drawn, as that is quite

sufficient for the perspective of the church.

The drawing of the architectural ornaments

is another branch of art. The perspective

draughtsman only raises a scaffold for the

architectural and picturesque draughtsman to

work upon ; but let both recollect, that how-

ever beautiful and elaborate their work may

appear, if they spend months upon one interior,

if the perspective is incorrect, their persever-

ance and skill will be thrown away, and the

drawing valueless.

It would be a waste of time to tell the

student that has carefully practised the fore-

going drawings, how to draw the ground plane

of this cathedral in perspective by means of

squares. The horizontal line is the height of

the head of the figure in the foregound ; the

point of sight is the head of the distant figure.

When the squares are formed for the ground

plan, take the perpendiculars as high as they
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are required, which is up to the springing of

the groins of the ceiling. Measure the divisions

of this line, if admeasurement is required, on a

perpendicular raised upon the base, outside the

border of the drawing. In that case you must

draw to scale.

From the top of the first pier draw a light

line to the point of sight. Do the same for the

line running above the large arches. This will

give the squares ; which divide, as seen in the

drawing, and then draw the pointed arches.

The centre of the squares in which the arches

are drawn will give the division for the arches

of the triforium, which is the arched gallery

between the large arches and the upper range of

windows called the clerestory. This centre per-

pendicular taken up to the point of the arch of

the clerestory, will give the divisions on the

centre line of the ceiling. Curved lines drawn

from the intersections on the centre line of the

ceiling to the small shafts above the triforium,

will give the overhanging arches or groins of

the ceiling.
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The work at the transept is in elevation ; all

the long lines run even with the base, as do those

of the organ screen, or rood loft, that separates

the chancel from the nave.

The author of this Manual feels assured that

the student that has practised these operations

will be able to meet and surmount any diffi-

culty that may present itself, in producing the

true perspective of any object that may come

before him. It is impossible in the space of this

Manual to give a greater number of examples ;

nor would it benefit the student if he had them.

By this time he knows that, however compli-

cated the operations in engravings appear, they

are but repetitions of the simple rules ; and if

he keeps his mind clear, and draws so that he

can distinguish the outlines of the drawing from

the lines drawn to the point of sight and points

of distance, he will be able to produce any

drawing without being confused by its elaborate

appearance during the process.

A person unacquainted with art that looks at

H
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the frontispiece of this Manual, will probably

say that it is but a view of the skeleton of a

cathedral: and he will be right. The perspec-

tive lines form the skeleton of a drawing : the

muscles and the skin, to continue the metaphor,

must be furnished afterwards. The substance

of the piers and arches, their roundness, light

and shade, architectural decoration, and variety

of surface and colour, is the province of the

artist, who adds beauty to the work by his

genius and taste, while he takes care it shall

be bestowed upon the solid basis of mathema-

tical precision, as far as it can be obtained by

the rules of perspective.
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CHAPTER VII.

AERIAL PERSPECTIVE—INTERIORS —LANDSCAPE PAINTING,

ETC.

At the commencement of this Manual a few

remarks were made on the effect of air inter-

vening between the spectator and distant ob-

jects., and that the air through which the

objects were seen was the perspective plain.

In the practical lessons to which lines can be

applied, we can only decrease the size of objects

as they recede from the eye; but the artist

has the additional advantage of decreasing the

strength of colour, and making objects more

indistinct the nearer they approach the horizon.

The architectural draughtsman that studies

aerial perspective may add greatly to the beauty
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and effect of the drawing of the interior and

exterior of a building, by making the lines finer

and of a lighter colour the nearer they approach

the point of sight.

In the composition of a landscape the per-

spective lines cannot be applied in all cases, but

the artist that has studied the rules of perspec-

tive will never commit the glaring error of

making human figures twice the height of the

doorway of the building near which they are

standing: he will know that trees and other

objects on the ground plane all become smaller

the nearer they approach the horizon; and,

though it would be tedious to apply the per-

spective lines for determining the height of

every object in the picture, if he is thoroughly

acquainted with the rules of the art, he will be

enabled to produce a more pleasing representa-

tion of natural objects than a painter unac-

quainted with them can do. How often do we see,

in even in other respects good pictures, ponds,

rivers, and lakes, considerably above the natural

horizon, and trees much below it ! It may be
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said that an artist must be dull indeed that could

fall into such errors ; but they are to be found in

pictures of the highest reputation, particularly

in the productions of the old masters. In the

cartoons of Raphael, the perspective in many

instances is glaringly incorrect. In the cartoon

of the Miraculous Draught of Fishes, all the

figures in the boat are three times the size they

ought to appear. Any one of them would sink

the boat by his own weight ;—and all the

figures are much below the horizon, and conse-

quently the water is seen above their heads.

Thus, however beautiful the expression and

drawing of the various figures, the whole pic-

ture is absurd, merely from the want of atten-

tion to the rules of perspective.

We shall conclude the remarks on the advan-

tage of the application of perspective in the

composition of pictures, by an extract from the

large work on Perspective, by Mr. Brook

Taylor :

—

tc Although the strict practical rules of per-

spective are in a great measure confined to
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right-lined figures, yet the knowledge of the

general laws of that science is of great and

necessary use to inform the judgment after

what manner the images of any proposed lines

should run, which way they should tend, and

where terminate; and thereby enables it the

better to determine what appearance objects

ought to present to the eye, according to their

different situations and distances. It accustoms

the eye to judge with greater certainty of the

relations between real objects and their per-

spective descriptions, and the hand to draw the

same accordingly ; and directs the judgment to

discover any considerable errors therein, which

might otherwise escape notice. Besides that,

when the ground or general plan and the prin-

cipal parts of a picture are first laid down ac-

cording to the rules, everything else will more

naturally fall within them."

These observations might be considerably

extended, but enough has been stated to show

the applicability of perspective to landscape

painting. The rules laid down in working the
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operations contained in this Manual will enable

the attentive reader to give the correct per-

spective of every object that can come under

his notice.
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Three to Ten Years of Age. With Illustrations. Two Vols. lGmo. cloth,

2s, each.

WINTER EVENINGS; or, Tales of Travellers. New Edition.
Illustrations by Gilbert. Fcap. cloth, 3s. 6d.

HAIGH'S (J., a.m.) LATIN POCKET DICTIONARY
;
designed for

the Junior Forms in Schools. New Edition, 18mo. bound, 2s. 6d.

HALL (Mrs S. C.),—PILGRIMAGES TO ENGLISH SHRINES.
With Notes and Illustrations by F. W. Fairholt, F.S.A. New Edition.
In One Vol. 8vo. cloth, gilt edges, 21s.; morocco, 28s.

(Mr. and Mrs. S. C.) IRELAND, ITS SCENERY AND
CHARACTER. New Edition, with numerous Engravings on Steel, Maps,
and Five Hundred Woodcuts. Three Vols, royal Svo. cloth, 3/. 3s.

HANDBOOKS FOR IRELAND, with numerous Illustrations.

No. 1.—DUBLIN AND WICKLOW.
No. 2.—THE SOUTH AND KILLARNEY,
No. 3.—NORTH AND THE GIANT'S CAUSEWAY.
No. 4.—THE WEST AND CONNEMARA.

16mo. cloth, 2s. 6d. each.

(Mr. and Mrs. S. C.) A WEEK AT KILLARNEY, being a
Guide to Tourists to the Lakes of Killarney. Illustrated by Twenty
Engravings on Steel, and One Hundred and Ten Woodcuts. New Edition,
4to. cloth, 8s.
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HAMMERSMITH PROTESTANT DISCUSSION (The), between Dr.
Cumming and Mr. French. Cheap Edition, Tenth Thousand, crown 8ve.
cloth, 6s.

HAPPY TRANSFORMATION
;

or, the History of a London Ap-
prentice. With Preface, by Rev. J. A. James. 18mo. cloth, 1*.

HARRY COVERDALE'S COURTSHIP, AND WHAT CAME OF IT.
By Frank E. Smedley (Frank Fairlegh). Post 8vo. 2s. 6d. hoards

;

3s. 6d. cloth; or, with Illustrations by Hablot K. Browne, 8vo. cloth,

165.

HEART ; a Tale of False-witness. By Martin F. Tupper, D.C.L.
With Frontispiece by Leech. Post 8vo. cloth, Is. 6d.

HELEN AND OLGA; a Russian Story. By the Author of "Mary
Powell." With Frontispiece. Post 8vo. cloth, 7s. 6d.

HENDRY'S HISTORY OF GREECE. In Easy Lessons. Adapted
to Children of from Six to Ten Years of Age. With Illustrations. 18mo.
cloth, 2s.

- HISTORY OF ROME. In Easy Lessons. Adapted for
Children of from Six to Ten Years of Age. With Illustrations. 18mo.
cloth, 2s.

HEROINES OF THE MISSIONARY ENTERPRISE; or, Sketches
of Prominent Female Missionaries. By Daniel C. Eddy. With Preface
by the Rev. John Cumming, D.D. Second Edition, fcap. cloth, gilt edges,
2s. 6d.

HERTHA. By Fredrika Bremer. Translated by Mary Howitt.
Post 8vo. cloth, 7s. 6d.

HERVEY (Mrs. T. K.),—THE DOUBLE CLAIM, a Tale of Real
Life. With Frontispiece by Weir. Post 8vo. Is. 6d.

HILL'S (S. S.) TRAVELS ON THE SHORES OF THE BALTIC.
Post 8vo. cloth, Ss. 6d.

HILL SIDE (The)
;

or, Illustrations of the Simple Terms used in
Logic. By the Author of " Mary Powell." Fcap. cloth, 2s. 6d.

HISTORIC SCENES IN AMERICA. By W. H. Bartlett. With
Illustrations. [In preparation.

HISTORY OF A MAN (The). Edited by George Gilfillan. Post
8vo. cloth, 7s. 6d.

HOFLAND LIBRARY ; for the Instruction and Amusement of
Youth. Illustrated with Plates, and handsomeiy bound in embossed
Scarlet Cloth, with Gilt Edges, &c.

FIRST CLASS, in 12mo.—Price 2s. 6d.

i. MEMOIR of the LIFE and LITERARY REMAINS of MRS. HOFLAND.

By T. Ramsay, Esq. With Portrait.

2. Alfred Campbell.
3. Decision ; a Tale.

4. Energy.
5. Fortitude.
6. Humility.
7. Integrity.

8. Moderation.
9. Patience.

10. Reflection.
11. Self-Denial.
12. Young Cadet.
13. Young Pilgrim.
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HOFLAND LIBRARY :—
SECOND CLASS, in 18mo.—Price Is. 6d.

9. Good Grandmother.
10. Merchant's Widow.
11. Rich Boys and Poor Boys.
12. The Sisters.
13. Stolen Boy.
14. William and his Uncle Ben.
15. Young Crusoe.

L Adelaide.
2. Affectionate Brothers.
3. Alicia and her Aunt.
4. Barbados Girl.
5. Blind Farmer and his Children.
6. Clergyman's Widow.
7. Daughter-in-Law.
8. Elizabeth.

HOMES OF THE NEW WORLD. Impressions of America, By
Fredrika Bremer. With Illustrations. New Edition. [In preparation.

HOPKINS' ORTHOGRAPHICAL EXERCISES. New Edition
I8mo. cloth, Is. 6d.

HOUSEHOLD OF SIR THOS. MORE (Y*). Libellus a Margareta
More, quindecim annos nata, Chelseiae inceptus. Third Edition, with
Portrait. Cloth, red edges, 7s. 6d. ; morocco antique, lis.

HOW TO WIN LOVE
;

or, Rhoda's Lesson. A Story Book for the
Young. By the Author of " Michael the Miner," " Cola Monti," &c. With
Illustrations on Steel. New Edition, 16mo. cloth, gilt edges, 2*. 6d.

HOWITT (William),—A BOY'S ADVENTURES IN THE WILDS
OF AUSTRALIA. Cats by Harvey. New Edition. Fcap. cloth, 4*.

Cheap Edition. Fcap. boards, 2s.

HUMBOLDT'S (Baron William Von) LETTERS TO A LADY.
From the German. With Introduction by Dr. Stebbtng. Post 8vo. 1*. 6d.

HUME AND SMOLLETT'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND, with con-
tinuation to 1846, by Farr. With Portraits, &c. Three Vols, imperial
8vo. cloth, 21. 12s. 6d.

HYMNS AND SKETCHES IN VERSE. With Cuts. 16mo.
cloth, 25. 6d.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF THE GREAT INDUSTRIAL
EXHIBITION OF 1851, published in connexion with the Art Journal,
containing upwards of Fourteen Hundred Engravings on Wood, and a
Frontispiece on Steel. 4to. cloth, gilt edges, One Guinea.

INCIDENTS OF TRAVEL IN CENTRAL AMERICA, CHIAPAS,
AND YUCATAN. By J. L. Stephens. New Edition, by F. Cather-
wood. With numerous Illustrations, 8vo. cloth, 12s.

INFANT SALVATION
;

or, All Saved who Die in Infancy. Speci-
ally addressed to Mothers mourning the Loss of Infants and Children. By
Rev. John Cumming. D.D. Fourth Edition, fcap. cloth, gilt edges, 2s.

IRELAND, ITS SCENERY, AND CHARACTER. By Mr. and Mrs.
S. C. Hall. With numerous Engravings on Steel, and Five Hundred
Woodcuts. New Edition, Three Vols, royal 8vo. cioth, 3/. 3s.

IS CHRISTIANITY FROM GOD? A Manual of Christian
Evidences for Scripture Readers, Sunday School Teachers, City Mission-
aries, and Young Persons. By Rev. John Cumming, D.D. Tenth
Edition, fcap. cloth, 3s.

JACK AND THE TANNER OF WYMONDHAM; a Tale of the
Time of Edward VI. By the Author of " Mary Powell." Post 8vo. 1*. 6d.

(Railway Reading.)
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JAY (Rev. W.),—FINAL DISCOURSES AT ARGYLE CHAPEL,
BATH. Post 8vo. cloth, 10s. 6d.

PORTRAITURE OF. Fcap. cloth, 3s. 6U
JERDAN'S (William) AUTOBIOGRAPHY; With his Literary,

Political, and Social Reminiscences and Correspondence, during the last

Forty Years, as Editor of the "Sun" Newspaper, 1812-17, and of the
"Literary Gazette," 1817-50, in connexion with most of the Eminent
Persons who have been distinguished in the past half-century as Statesmen,
Poets, Authors, Men of Science, Artists, &c. Post 8vo. with Portraits, &c.
Complete in 4 Vols, cloth, 21s.

JOBSON, (Rev. F. J.),—AMERICA AND AMERICAN METHODISM.
With Preface by Rev. J. Hannah, D.D. With Illustrations. Post 8vo.
cloth, 7s. 6d.

JERUSALEM REVISITED. By W. H. BaRTLETT. Numerous Illus-

trations on Steel, and Woodcuts. Super-royal 8vo. cloth, 12s.; morocco, 21s.

JOSEPH
;
or, THE LAST OF THE PATRIARCHS. By the Rev.

John Cumming, D.D. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 6s.

JULIAN
;

or, the Close of an Era. By L. F. Bungener, Author of
" History of the Council of Trent." Two Vols, boards, 4s.

;
cloth, 10s. 6d.

JUVENILE ANECDOTES
;

or, Stories of Children. By P. Wake-
field. New Edition. 18mo. cloth, 2*.

KING ALFRED'S POEMS. Now first turned into English Metre,
by Mr. Tupper. Cloth, 3s.

LADY MARY AND HER NURSE
;

or, a Peep into the Canadian
Forest. By Mrs. Traill, Authoress of " The Canadian Crusoes." With
Illustrations by Harvey. Fcap. cloth, 3s. Gd.

;
gilt edges, 5s.

LAST OF THE PATRIARCHS (The)
;

or, Lessons from the Life of
Joseph. By the Rev. John Cumming, D.D. F.R.S.E. Fcap. cloth, 6s.

LAURIE (James),—TABLES OF SIMPLE INTEREST FOR EVERY
DAY IN THE YEAR, at 5, 4±, 4, 3|, 3, and 2£ per cent, per annum, from
11. to 100/., &c. Nineteenth EditionfsOO pp. 8vo. cloth, 1/. Is.

" In the great requisites of simplicity of arrangement and comprehen-
siveness we have seen none better adapted for general use."

—

McCulloch's
Commercial Dictionary.

" Mr. Laurie was well known as one of the most correct and industrious
authorities on commercial calculations, and the practical value of his
various tables has long been recognised."

—

The Times.

TABLES OF SIMPLE INTEREST at 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
and 9| per cent, per annum, from 1 day to 100 days. Fourth Edition, 8vo.
cloth, "7s.

LAWRENCE'S (Miss) STORIES FROM THE OLD AND NEW
TESTAMENT. New Edition, with Engravings. [In preparation.

LAWRENCE (P.),—THE LIFE OF HENRY FIELDING; with
Notices of his Writings, his Times, and his Contemporaries. Post 8vo.
cloth, 7s. 6d.

LECONS POUR DES ENFANS, depuis Tage de Deux Ans jusqu'a
Cinq. Avec une Interpretation Anglaise. By Mrs. Barbauld. New
Edition. 18mo. cloth, 2s.

LECTURES FOR THE TIMES
;

or, Illustrations and Refutations of
the Errors of Romanism and Tractarianism. By Rev. John Cumming,
D.D. New and Cheaper Edition, Revised and^Corrected, with Additions.
Fcap. cloth, 5s.

LECTURES TO YOUNG MEN. By Rev. John Cumming, D.D. A
collected edition, with additions. [In preparation.
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LETTERS AND POEMS, selected from the Writings of Bernard
Barton. With Memoir, Edited by his Daughter. New Edition, with
Portrait. Fcap. cloth, 3s. 6d.

;
large paper, 10s.

LETTERS TO A LADY. By Baron William Von Humboldt.
From the German. With Introduction by Dr. Stebbing. Post 8vo. Is. 6d.

LEWIS ARUNDEL
;
or, the Railroad of Life. By F. E. Smedley, Esq.

Author of "Frank Fairlegh." Cheap Edition, 3s. boards; 4s. cloth; or
with Illustrations by H. K. Browne (Phiz.) 8vo. cloth, 22s.

LIFE AND TRAVELS OF ST. PAUL (The). Described from a
Personal Visit to the East. By Rev. John Aiton, D.D. Post 8vo. cloth,
12s. With Illustrations.

LIMED TWIGS TO CATCH YOUNG BIRDS. By the Authors of
"Original Poems." 18mo. cloth, 2s.

LITTLE BOOK OF OBJECTS. With Cuts. I6mo. cloth, 2s.

LITTLE BOOK OF KNOWLEDGE
;
containing Useful Information

on Common Things, for Young Children. By Elizabeth G. Noverre.
With Eight Illustrations. 16mo. cloth, 2s. 6d.

LITTLE WORLD OF LONDON (The); or, Pictures in Little of
London Life. By C. M. Smith. Post 8vo. cloth, 7s. 6d.

LOVE, A REALITY, NOT ROMANCE. By Mrs. Thomas Geldart.
With Cuts by Gilbert. Fcap. cloth, gilt edges, 3s. 6d.

MAIDEN AND MARRIED LIFE OF MARY POWELL, afterwards
MISTRESS MILTON. Third Edition, with Portrait. Post 8vo. cloth,

red edges, 7s. 6d. ; morocco antique, 14s.

" This is a charming little book ; and whether we regard its subject, clever-

ness, or delicacy of sentiment or expression—to say nothing of its type
and orthography—it is likely to be a most acceptable present to young or

old, be their peculiar taste for religion, morals, poetry, history, or

romance."— Christian Observer.

WORKS BY THE SAME AUTHOR.
CALIPH HAROUN ALRASCHID (The). Post 8vo.

antique, 7s. 6d. ; full gilt, 10s.

CHERRY AND VIOLET : a Tale of the Great Plague.
Second Edition. Post 8vo. cloth, antique, 7s. 6d.

CHRONICLES OF MERRY ENGLAND. Fcap. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

CLAUDE THE COLPORTEUR. With Coloured Frontis-
piece after Warren. Post 8vo. cloth, 7s. 6d.

COLLOQUIES OF EDWARD OSBORNE. Second
Edition, post 8vo. cloth, red edges, 7s. 6d. ; morocco antique, 14s.

GOOD OLD TIMES (The). Second Edition, with Frontis-
piece. Post 8vo. cloth, 7s. 6d.

HELEN AND OLGA. With Frontispiece. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.

THE HILL SIDE. Fcap. cloth, 2s. 6d
JACK AND THE TANNER OF WYMONDHAM.

Post8vo. Is. 6d.

OLD CHELSEA BUN-HOUSE. Post 8vo. cloth, antique,
7s. 6d.; morocco, 13s.
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BY THE AUTHOR OF " MARY POWELL."

—

Continued.

—1 PROVOCATIONS OF MADAME PALISSY. With
Coloured Frontispiece, by Warren. Third. Edition. Post 8vo. cloth, 7s. 6d.

. QUEENE PHILIPPA'S GOLDEN BOOKE. Handsomely
bound and gilt, with Illuminations.

SOME ACCOUNT OF MRS. CLARINDA SINGLEHART.
Post 8vo. cloth, 7s. 6d.

TASSO AND LEONORA.
— Ye HOUSEHOLD OF SIR THOs. MORE. Third Edition,
with Portrait, &c, cloth, red edges, 7s. 6d. ; morocco antique, 14s.

YEAR NINE (The). With Frontispiece. Post 8vo. cloth,
7s. 6d.

MANUAL (A) OF THE ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF THE
HUMAN MIND. By the Rev. J. Carlile, D.D. Fcap. cloth, 5s.

MANUAL OF HERALDRY, being a concise Description of the
several Terms used, and containing a Dictionary of every Designation in

the Science. Illustrated by 400 Engravings on Wood. New Edition, fcap.
cloth, 3s.

MANUAL OF GEOGRAPHY, Physical and Political. For the use
of Schools and Families, with Questions for Examination. By Edward
Farr, with numerous Illustrations. Fcap. cloth, 3s.

MANUAL OF PERSPECTIVE. Illustrated by numerous Engravings.
By N. Whittock. Fcap. cloth, 3s.

MERRIFIELD (Mrs.),—DRESS AS A FINE ART. With Illustrations.
post 8vo. 2s. 6d.

MESSAGE FROM GOD (A)
;

or, Thoughts on Religion for Thinking
Men. By Rev. John Cumming, D.D. Fourth Edition, fcap. cloth, gilt

edges, 2s.

METEYARD'S (Eliza) DOCTOR'S LITTLE DAUGHTER. The
Story of a Child's Life amidst the Woods and Hills. With numerous
Illustrations by Harvey. Foolscap, cloth, gilt edges, 7s. 6d.

DOCTOR OLIVER'S MAID. A Tale of English Life.
Post 8vo. sewed, Is. ; cloth flush, Is. 6d.

M'HENRY'S SPANISH COURSE.—
A NEW AND IMPROVED GRAMMAR, designed for every Class of
Learners, and especially for Self-instruction. Containing the Elements of
the Language ana the Rules of Etymology and Syntax Exemplifled ; with
Notes and Appendix, consisting of Dialogues, Select Poetry, Commercial
Correspondence, &c. New Edition, Revised. 12mo. bound, 8s.

EXERCISES ON THE ETYMOLOGY, SYNTAX, IDIOMS,
&c. of the SPANISH LANGUAGE. Fifth Edition, 12mo. bound, 4s.

KEY TO THE EXERCISES. 12mo. bound, 4s.

SYNONYMES OF THE SPANISH LANGUAGE EX-
PLAINED. 12mo. and 8vo. 5s. 6d. each.

MIALL (Edward, M.P.),—BASES OF BELIEF, an Examination of
Christianity as a Divine Revelation by the light of recognised Facts and
Principles. In Four Parts. Second Edition, 8vo. cloth, 10s. 6d.
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MIRACLES OF NATURE AND MARVELS OF ART.
LAND CREATION. 14 Engravings.
THE TROPICS & THE POLES. 10 Engravings.

NATURE AND ART. 18 Engravings.

Is. each, square boards.

MONOD (A.) —WOMAN : HER MISSION, AND HER LIFE. Trans-
lated from the French by Rev. W. G. Barrett. Second Edition, 18mo.
cloth, Is. 6d.

;
gilt edges, 2s.

SAINT PAUL. Five Discourses. Translated from
the French by Rev. W. G. Barrett. 18mo. cloth, Is. 6d.

MOUBRAY'S TREATISE ON DOMESTIC AND ORNAMENTAL
POULTRY. New Edition, revised and greatly enlarged by L. A. Meall,
with the Diseases of Poultry, by Dr. Horner. With Coloured Illustra-
tions. Fcap. cloth, 8*.

MY BOY'S FIRST BOOK. By Miss M. Frazer Tttler. With
Cuts. 16mo. cloth, 2s. 6d.

MY OLD PUPILS. By the Author of " My Schoolboy Days." With
Four Illustrations on Wood. 16mo. cloth, gilt edges, 2s. 6d.

MY YOUTHFUL COMPANIONS. By the same Author. With
Frontispiece. 12mo. cloth, Is.

NAOMI; or, the Last Days of Jerusalem. By Mrs. J. B. Webb.
With Illustrations by Gilbert, &c. New Edition, Fcap. cloth, 7s. 6d.

NEW GIFT BOOK FOR YOUTH, with Twenty-six Illustrations.

16mo. boards, 2s. 6d.

NILE BOAT (The)
;

or, Glimpses of the Land of Egypt. By W. H.
Bartlett. Illustrated by Thirty-five Steel Engravings and Maps, with
numerous Cuts. New Edition, super-royal 8vo. cloth, full gilt, 16s.

;

morocco elegant, 28s.

NINA, a Tale by Miss Menella Bute Smedlet. Fcap. boards, Is. 6d,
;

cloth, 2s. 6d.

NINEVEH AND PERSEPOLIS : an Historical Sketch of Ancient
Assyria and Persia, with an Account of the recent Researches in those

Countries. By W. S. W. Vaux, M.A. of the British Museum. With
numerous Illustrations. Fourth Edition, post 8vo. cloth, Ss.

OCCASIONAL DISCOURSES. By Rev. John Cumming, D.D. New
Edition. Two Volumes, fcap. cloth, 8s,

OLD CHELSEA BUN-HOUSE (The). A Tale of the last Century.
By the Author of " Mary Powell." With Frontispiece. Post 8vo. bevelled

boards, antique, 7s. Qd. ;
morocco, 1.3s.

OLD FOREST RANGER (The)
;

or, Wild Sports of India on the

Neilgherry Hills, the Jungles, and on the Plains. By Major Walter
Campbell, of Skipness. New Edition, with Illustrations on Steel. Post

8vo. cloth, 8*.
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OLD OAK CHEST
;
or, a Book a Great Treasure. By the Author of

" Chailie's Discoveries," &c. With Cuts. 16mo. cloth, 2s. 6d.

OPEN AND SEE; or, First Reading Lessons. By the Author of
" Aids to Development," &c. &c. With Twenty-four Engravings on Wood.
16mo. cloth, 2s.

ORIGINAL POEMS FOR INFANT MINDS. A New and Revised
Edition. Two Vols. 18mo. cloth, Is. 6d. each.

OUR FATHER ; a Manual of Family Prayers for General and Special
Occasions, with Short Prayers for Spare Minutes, and Passages for Re-
flection. By Rev. John Cumming, D.D. Sixth Edition, fcap. cloth, gilt

edges, 35.

PAUL PERCIVAL; or, the Young Adventurer. With Cuts. 16mo.
cloth, 2s. 6d.

PAYNE'S (Joseph) SELECT POETRY FOR CHILDREN; with
brief Explanatory Notes, arranged for the use of Schools and Families.
Eleventh Edition, Corrected and Enlarged. 18mo. cloth, 2s. 6d. ; with gilt

edges, 3*.

STUDIES IN ENGLISH POETRY; with short
Biographical Sketches, and Notes Explanatory and Critical, intended as a
Text-Book for the higher Classes in Schools, and as an Introduction to the
Study of English Literature. Third and Cheaper Edition. Fcap. cloth, 5s.

PHILOSOPHICAL CONVERSATIONS, in which are familiarly ex-
plained the causes of many daily occurring Natural Phenomena. By
Frederick C. Bakewell. Third Edition, with Cuts. Fcap. cloth,

3i. 6d.

PICTORIAL SPELLING BOOK; or, Lessons on Facts and Objects.
With One Hundred and Thirty Illustrations. Fifth Edition. 12mo. cloth, Is.

PICTURES FROM SICILY. By W. H. Bartlett, with Thirty-three
Steel Engravings, and numerous Woodcuts. Super-royal 8vo. cloth, full

gilt, 16«. ; morocco elegant, 28«.

PILGRIMAGES TO ENGLISH SHRINES. By Mrs. S. C. Hall.
With Notejs and Illustrations by F. W. Fairholt, F.S.A. New Edition.
In One Vol. 8vo. cloth, gilt edges, 21s.

;
morocco, 28s.

PIPPIE'S WARNING; or, the Adventures of a Dancing Dog. By
Catharine Crowe, Author of "Susan Hopley," &c. With Cuts. 16mo.
cloth, gilt edges, 2s. 6d.

PLEASANT PASTIME; or, Drawing-Room Dramas for Private
Representation by the Young. With Cuts. 16mo. cloth, gilt edges, 2s. 6d.

POOLE'S (Matthew) DIALOGUES BETWEEN A POPISH PRIEST
AND AN ENGLISH PROTESTANT, wherein the principal Points and
Arguments of both Religions are truly Proposed, and fully Examined. New
Edition, with the References revised and corrected. By Rev. John
Cumming, D.D. 18mo. cloth, Is. 6d.

POPISH INFALLIBILITY. By C. H. Collette. Fcap. sewed, Is.
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PROPHETIC STUDIES
;

or, Lectures on the Book of Daniel. By
Rev. John Cumming, D.D. Ninth Thousand. Fcap cloth, full gilt, 9s.

;

morocco extra, 13s.

PROTESTANT CATECHISM (The)
;
or, the True Christian's Defence

against the Church of Rome ; With an Introductory Essay. By the Rev. R.
Parkinson, M.A. Filth Thousand, revised and enlarged, 18mo. sewed, 6d.;

or 5s. per dozen for distribution.

PROVOCATIONS OF MADAME PALISSY (The). By the Author of
" Mary Powell." With Coloured Frontispiece, by Warren. Third
Edition. Post 8vo. cloth, 7s. 6d.

PSALTER OF THE BLESSED VIRGIN. Written by St. Bona-
venture. Translated from the last French Edition of 1852, and carefully

compared with the Latin, by Rev. John Gumming, D.D. 12mo. cloth, 2s.

PULPIT PSALM BOOK (The), Edited by the Rev. John Cumming,
D.D. Fcap. cloth, 3s. 6d.

;
roan, 5s.

;
morocco, 6s. 6d.

QUEENE PHILIPPA'S GOLDEN BOOKE. Handsomely bound
and gilt, with Illuminations. By the Author of " Mary Powell." Price 7s. 6d.

RAILWAY APPLIANCES, in the Nineteenth Century; or, the Rail,
Steam, and Electricity. With Illustrative Anecdotes, Engravings, and
Diagrams. Fcap. cloth, Is. 6d.

RECOLLECTIONS OF MRS. ANDERSON'S SCHOOL. A Book for
Girls. By Jane Winnard Hooper. Illustrated by Franklin. Fcap.
cloth, gilt edges, Ss. 6d.

RHYMES FOR THE NURSERY. By the Authors of " Original
Poems." 18mo. cloth, Is. 6d.

Illustrated Edition, in Large Type.
With Sixteen Designs by Gilbert. 16mo. cloth, 2s. 6d.

RIPPON'S (Dr.) SELECTION OF HYMNS FROM THE BEST
AUTHORS, including a great number of Originals, intended as an
Appendix to Dr. Watts1 Psalms and Hymns. New Editions.

Nonpareil 32mo.

s.d.

Sheep 16
Roan, gilt edges . 2 6

Morocco ....50

Long Primer 2imo.

s.d.

Sheep .... 2 8

Roan, gilt edges . 3 6

Morocco ...60

Large Type.

s.d.

Sheep ,5

Roan, gilt edges . 6

Morocco .... 7

ROAD TO LEARNING
;

or, Original Lessons in Words of One and
Two Syllables. With Illustrations. Square boards, Is. 6d.

ROBINSON CRUSOE. With Illustrations. 18mo. cloth, 2s.

RODWELL'S (Ann) FIRST STEP TO ENGLISH HISTORY. With
many Cuts. New Edition, revised, by Julia Corner. 16mo. cloth, 2s. 6d.

ROMAINE'S LIFE, WALK, AND TRIUMPH OF FAITH. 18mo.
cloth, 3*.
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ROMANISM IN ENGLAND EXPOSED. By Charles Hastings
Collette. Second Edition, enlarged and improved, fcap. cloth, 2s. 6d.

ROME : REGAL AND REPUBLICAN. A History for Families.
By Jane M. Strickland. Edited by Agnes Strickland, Authoress of
" Lives of the Queens of England." With Vignettes. Post 8vo. cloth,

Ws.&d.

ROSALIE
;

or, " The Truth shall make you Free." An authentic
Narrative. By Mdlle. R. Bertin de Priester. Edited by Rev. Jos.

Ridgeway, A.M. of Sydenham. New Edition. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 35. 6d.

ROWBOTHAM'S (J., p. r.s.a.) DERIVATIVE SPELLING BOOK,
in which the Origin of each Word is given from the Greek, Latin, Saxon,
German, Teutonic, Dutch, French, Spanish, and other Languages ; with
the Parts of Speech, and Pronunciation accented. 12mo. cloth, Is. 6d.

GUIDE TO THE FRENCH
LANGUAGE AND CONVERSATION; consisting of Modern French
Dialogues, with the Pronunciation of the most difficult Words ; for the use
of Schools, Travellers, and Private Students. A New Edition, by De La
Voye. ISmo. bound, 2s. 6d.

RURAL SCENES
;

or, a Peep into the Country. A New and Revised
Edition, with Eighty-eight Cuts. 18mo. cloth, 2s.

SABBATH AT HOME. A Short Manual of Devotion, &c. Post 8vo.
antique, 3s. 6d.

SCRIPTURE READINGS ON THE OLD AND NEW TESTAMENT.
By the Rev. John Cumming, D.D. F.R.S.E.

The separate Volumes are—
ST. MATTHEW. 5*. ST. MARK. 3s. ST. LUKE. 6*.

ST. JOHN. 6s. THE ACTS. 7s. ROMANS. 4*. 6d.

THE CORINTH [ANS. 5*.

THE GALATIANS, publishing in Numbers, 6d.

THE BOOK OF SAMUEL ditto id.

THE BOOK OF REVELATION.
Complete. Second Edition, fcap. cloth, 7s. 6d.

SALVATION. A Sermon preached before the Queen by the Rev.
John Cumming, D.D. Twentieth Thousand, sewed, 6d.

SANDERSON (A. R., m.d.),—THOUGHTS AND REFLECTIONS
ON SICKNESS AND AFFLICTION. Second Edition, fcap. cloth, 5*.

SANDFORD AND MERTON. With Cuts. 18mo. cloth, 2s.

SCENES FROM THE LIFE OF MOSES, a Series of Twenty
Engravings in Outline. Designed by Selous and Engraved by Rolls.
In portfolio, 10s. 6d.

SCOFFERN'S CHEMISTRY NO MYSTERY; being the Subject
Matter of a Course of Lectures. Illustrated by Diagrams and Woodcuts.
Second Edition, revised and corrected, with Index. Fcap. cloth, 3s. 6d.

SCOTT (Rev. T.) —HOLY BIBLE, with Readings, an Abridged
Commentary, and Twenty-eight Engravings. 16mo. roan, embossed, 5s. 6d.

;

morocco, 7s.
;
elegant, 8s.
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SCRIPTURE SITES AND SCENES, from actual Survey, in Egypt,
Arabia, and Palestine. Illustrated by Seventeen Steel Engravings, Three
Maps, and Thirty-seven Woodcuts. By W. H. Bartlett. Post 8vo.
cloth, gilt edges, 4s.

SELECT POETRY FOR CHILDREN; With brief Explanatory
Notes, arranged for the use of Schools and Families. By Joseph Payne.
Eleventh Edition, corrected and Enlarged. 18mo. cloth, 2s. 6d. ; with gilt

edges, 3s.

SHARPE'S LONDON JOURNAL. A Miscellany of Entertainment
and Instruction for General Reading. New Series. Published Monthly,
with Two Engravings on Steel. Vols. I. to IX. cloth, 6s. 6d. each.

First Series. Volumes I. to IX.
cloth, 4*. 6d. each. Vols. X. to XV. 6s. 6d. each.

SHELMERDINE'S CHANT BOOK. Feap. cloth, Is.

SIGNS OF THE TIMES. By the Rev. John Cumming, D.D.
Complete Edition. Fcap. cloth, 3*. 6d.

SMEDLEY (F. E.) —FORTUNES OF THE COLVILLE FAMILY;
or, a Cloud and its Silver Lining. Cuts by Phiz. Fcap. boards, Is. 6d.

;

cloth, 2s. 6d.

FRANK FAIRLEGH; or, Scenes from the
Life of a Private Pupil. Post 8vo. boards, 2s. 6d.; cloth, 3s. 6d. ; or with
Thirty Illustrations, by George Cruikshank, 8vo. cloth, 16s,

HARRY COVERDALE'S COURTSHIP. Post
8vo. boards, 2s. 6d. ;

cloth, 3s. 6d.
;

or, with Illustrations by H. K. Browne,
8vo. cloth, 16s.

LEWIS ARUNDEL
;

or, the Railroad of Life.

Post Svo. 3s. boards; cloth, 4*.; or with Illustrations by H. K.Browne.
(Phiz.) 8vo. cloth, 22s.

SMEDLEY (M.B.),—NINA. A Tale. Fcap. boards, Is. 6d.
;
cloth, 2s. 6d.

STORY OF A FAMILY. Two Vols. fcap.

Svo. 10s.

THE USE OF SUNSHINE. Second Edition.
Fcap. cloth, os.

SMITH (C. M.),—THE LITTLE WORLD OF LONDON. Post 8vo.
cloth, 7s. 6d.

SNAPE (Rev. A. W.),—THE GREAT ADVERSARY. Fcap.
cloth, 3*. 6d. ,

SOME ACCOUNT OF MRS. CLARINDA SINGLEHART. By the
Author of " Mary Powell." Post Svo. cloth, 7s. 6d.

SOUTHERN AFRICA, ITS GEOGRAPHY, &e. By Rev. F.

Fleming, A.M. F.R.G.S. Post 8vo. cloth, 10s. 6d.

SPURGEON (Rev. C. H.),—THE SAINT AND HIS SAVIOUR
;
or,

the Progress of the Soul in the Knowledge^of Jesus. With Portrait. Fcap.

cloth, gilt, 6s.
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SQUIRRELS AND OTHER ANIMALS
;

or, Illustrations of the
Habits and Instincts of many of the smaller British Quadrupeds. By
George Waring. With Cuts. 16mo. New Edition. [In preparation.

ST. PAUL AND HIS LOCALITIES. By Rev. John Aiton, D.D.
With Illustrations. Post 8vo. cloth, 12s.

STEILL'S PICTORIAL SPELLING BOOK; or, Lessons on Facts
and Objects. With One Hundred and Thirty Illustrations. Fifth Edition,
12mo. cloth, Is.

STEPHENS (J. L.) —INCIDENTS OF TRAVEL IN CENTRAL
AMERICA, CHIAPAS, AND YUCATAN. New Edition, by F. Cather-
wood. Numerous Illustrations. 8vo. cloth, 12s.

STORY OF A FAMILY. By Miss Menella Bute Smedley. Two
Vols. fcap. cloth, 10s.

STRATAGEMS. By Mrs. Newton Crosland (late Camilla
Toulmin). With Cuts. 16mo. cloth, gilt edges, 2s. 6d.

STRICKLAND'S (Jane M.) ROME : Regal and Republican. With
Vignettes. Post 8vo. cloth, 10s. 6d.

STUDIES IN ENGLISH POETRY; with short Biographical
Sketches, and Notes Explanatory and Critical, intended as a Text-Book for
the higher Classes in Schools, and as an Introduction to the Study of
English Literature. By Joseph Payne. Third Edition, 12mo. cloth, 5s.

TABLES OF SIMPLE INTEREST FOR EVERY DAY IN THE
YEAR, at 5, 4|, 4, 3£, 3, and 2£ per cent, per annum, from 11. to 100/., &c.
By James Laurie. Nineteenth Edition, 800 pp. 8vo. cloth, 1/. Is.

" In the great requisites of simplicity of arrangement and comprehensiveness
we have none better adapted for general use."

—

McCulloch's Commercial
Dictionary

.

" Mr. Laurie was well known as one of the most correct and industrious
authorities on commercial calculations, and the practical value of his

various tables have long been recognised."

—

The Times.

AT 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 9£ per
cent, per annum, from 1 day to 100 days. By James Laurie. Third
Edition, 8vo. cloth, 7s.

TASSO AND LEONORA. The Commentaries of Ser Pantaleone
degli Gambacorti, Gentleman Usher to the august Madame Leonora d'Este
By the Author of " Mary Powell." Post 8vo. cloth, 7s. 6d.

TAYLER (W. Elfe^,—HIPPOLYTUS AND THE CHRISTIAN
CHURCH AT THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE THIRD CENTURY.
Fcap. cloth, 3s. 6d.

TAYLOR'S (Emily) BOY AND THE BIRDS. With Sixteen fine

Woodcuts, from Landseer's Designs. 16mo. cloth, 2s. 6d.

TENT AND ALTAR (The), or Sketches from Patriarchal Life.

By Rev. John Cummin g, D.D. New Edition. With Vignettes. Fcap.
cloth, full gilt, 9s.
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TOIL AND TRIAL, a Story of London Life. By Mrs. Newton
Crosland, (late Camilla Toulmin.) With Frontispiece by John Leech.
Post 8vo. 1*. Gd.

TOMLINSON'S CYCLOPAEDIA OF ARTS. With Illustrations.
Two Vols, royal 8vo. cloth, 45s.

TRAILL (Mrs.) —CANADIAN CRUSOES; a Tale of the Rice Lake
Plains. Edited by Agnes Strickland. With numerous Illustrations

by Harvey. Fcap. cloth, gilt edges, 6s.

LADY MARY AND HER NURSE
;

or, a Peep
into the Canadian Forest, with a History of the Squirrel Family. With Illus-

trations by Harvey. One Vol. fcap. 8vo. cloth, 3s. 6d.
;

gilt edges, 55.

TRAVELS ON THE SHORES OF THE BALTIC, &c. By
S. S. Hill, Author of " Travels in Siberia." Post 8vo. cloth, 8s. 6d.

TREDGOLD ON THE STEAM ENGINE. A New Edition. Four
Vols, cloth, 41. 14s. 6d.

TRUTH IS EVERYTHING. By Mrs. Geldart. Frontispiece.
Second Edition. Fcap. cloth, 2s. 6d. ;

gilt edges, 3s.

TUPPER'S (Martin F., d.c.l. f.r.s.) BALLADS FOR THE TIMES,
now first collected. American Lyrics, Geraldine, Modern Pyramid, Hac-
tenus, A Thousand Lines, and other Poems. Third Edition, with Vignette,
and Frontispiece, uniform with "Proverbial Philosophy." Fcap. cloth,

7s. 6d.

KING ALFRED'S POEMS.
Now first turned into English Metre. Fcap. cloth, 3s.

— LYRICS. Second Edition. Fcap.
cloth, 3«. 6d.

— THE CROCK OF GOLD,
THE TWINS, AND HEART. With Illustrations by John Leech.
New and cheaper Edition, post 8vo. cloth, 5s.

Each of the above Tales may be had separately, in limp cloth, price Is. 6d.

PROVERBIAL PHILOSOPHY,
Translated into French. Portrait. Fcap. cloth, 3s. 6d.

TYTLER'S (Miss M. Frazer) MY BOY'S FIRST BOOK. With
Cuts. 16mo. cloth, 2s. 6d.

HYMNS AND SKETCHES IN
VERSE. With Cuts. 16mo. cloth, 2s. 6d.

— TALES OF MANY LANDS. With
Illustrations. New Edition. [In preparation.

USE OF SUNSHINE (The), a Christmas Story. By M. B. Smedlet,
Author of " Nina," " Story of a Family," &c. Second Edition, fcap. 8vo.
cloth, 5s.
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VAUX'S (W. S. W., m.a.) NINEVEH AND PERSEPOLIS ; an
Historical Sketch of Ancient Assyria and Persia, with an Account
of the recent Researches in those Countries. Fourth Edition, with numerous
Illustrations. Post 8vo. cloth, 8s.

VERNON GALLERY OF BRITISH ART. Edited by S. C. Hall,
Esq. F.S.A. Four Vols, folio, cloth, gilt edges, 21. 2s. each.

WAKEFIELD'S (Priscilla) FAMILY TOUR THROUGH THE
BRITISH EMPIRE. A New Edition, revised. With a Map. 12mo.
cloth, 6s.

JUVENILE ANECDOTES; or, Stories
of Children, 18mo. cloth, 2s.

JUVENILE TRAVELLERS ; a Tour
throughout Europe. A New Edition. With a Map. 12mo. cloth, 6s.

INSTINCT DISPLAYED in the Animal
Creation. A New and Revised Edition, with many Additions. Foolscap.
New Edition. [In preparation.

WALKS ABOUT JERUSALEM AND ITS ENVIRONS. By
W. H. Bartlett. Illustrated by Twenty-four Engravings on Steel, Two
Maps, and many Woodcuts. New Edition, super-royal 8vo. cloth, full gilt,

125. ; morocco elegant, 21s.

" We have, at length, in this attractive volume, the desideratum of a complete
picturesque guide \o the topography of Jerusalem."

—

Patriot.

WATTS'S (Dr.) DIVINE AND MORAL SONGS FOR CHILDREN.
With Anecdotes and Reflections, by the Rev. Ingram Cobbin, M.A. With
Frontispiece and Fifty-seven Woodcuts. New Edition, cloth, Is.

;
gilt,

edges, 1*. 6d.

WEBB'S (Mrs. J. B.) NAOMI
;
or, the Last Days of Jerusalem. With

View and Plan of Jerusalem. New Edition. Illustrated by Gilbert.
Fcap. cloth, 7s. 6d.

WEEK AT KILLARNEY (A), By Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Hall.
Being a Guide for Tourists to the Lakes of Killarney. With Twenty
Engravings on Steel, and One Hundred and Ten on Wood. New Edition,
4to. cloth, 8s.

WELLINGTON ; a Lecture by the Rev. John Cumming, D.D. New
and Enlarged Edition, fcap. cloth, 2s. 6d.

WHEELER'S (J. T., f.r.g.s.) HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE
OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS. Illustrated with Five coloured Maps,
and large View of Jerusalem, with a Plan of the Ancient City. Folio,
cloth, 7«. 6d.

ANALYSIS AND SUMMARY OF
OLD TESTAMENT HISTORY AND THE LAWS OF MOSES, with a
Connexion between the Old and New Testaments, an Introductory Outline
of the Geography, Political History, &c Fourth Edition, post 8vo. cloth,
5*. 6d. *
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WHEELER'S (J. T., f.r.g.s.) ANALYSIS AND SUMMARY OF
NEW TESTAMENT HISTORY, including, 1. The Four Gospels har-
monized into one continuous Narrative. 2 The Acts of the Apostles, and
continuous History of St. Paul. 3. An Analysis of the Epistles and Book
of Revelation. 4. An Introductory Outline of the Geography, Critical
History, Authenticity, Credibility, and Inspiration of the New Testament.
The whole Illustrated by copious Historical, Geographical, and Antiquarian
Notes, Chronological Tables, &c. Third Edition, revised. Post 8vo.
cloth, 5s. 6d.

— A POPULAR ABRIDGMENT OF OLD
AND NEW TESTAMENT HISTORY, for Schools, Families, and
General Reading. Explained by Historical and Geographical Illustrations,

and numerous Map Diagrams. Two Vols. 18mo. cloth, 2s. 6d. each.

WHITTOCK'S (N.) MANUAL OF PERSPECTIVE. Illustrated by
numerous Engravings. Fcap. cloth, 3s.

WILKIE GALLERY (The); a Series of Sixty-six Line Engravings from
the best paintings of the late Sir David Wilkie, R.A., with Biographical
and Critical Notices, a Biography, and Portrait of the Painter. 4to. cloth,
gilt edges, 3/. 10*.

WILLEMENT (E. E.),—A CATECHISM OF FAMILIAR THINGS.
New Edition, 12mo. cloth, 2*. 6d.

WILLIE FRASER; or, the Little Scotch Boy: and other Tales. By
Mrs. R. Lee. With Four Illustrations. 18rrio. cloth, 2s.

WINNARD'S (Jane) (Mrs. Hooper) RECOLLECTIONS OF MRS.
ANDERSON'S SCHOOL. A Book for Girls. Illustrated by Franklin.
Fcap. cloth, gilt edges, 3s. 6d.

WINTER EVENINGS
;

or, Tales of Travellers. By Maria Hack.
New Edition, with Illustrations. Fcap. cloth, 3s. 6d.

WOMAN : HER MISSION, AND HER LIFE. From the French
of Monod. By Rev. W. G. Barrett. New Edition. [In the Press.

WOODWARD'S (B. B., b.a.) HISTORY OF WALES. From the
Earliest Times to its Final Incorporation with England; with Notices of

its Physical Geography, and the Poetry, Tradition, Religion, Arts, Manners,
and Laws of the Welsh, with Fifteen Steel Plates. Super-royal 8vo.

cloth, \l. 5s.

WRIGHT'S (Thomas, Esq. m.a. f.s.a.) THE CELT, THE ROMAN,
AND THE SAXON. A History of the Early Inhabitants of Britain, down
to the Conversion of the Anglo-Saxons to Christianity. Illustrated by the

Ancient Remains brought to light by recent research. With numerous
Engravings. Post 8vo. cloth, 8s.

YEAR NINE (The) ; a Tale of the Tyrol. By the Author of " Mary
Powell." With Frontispiece. Post 8vo. cloth, 7s. 6d.

YOUNG NATURALIST'S BOOK OF BIRDS. By Percy B. St. John.
A New Edition, with Sixteen Woodcuts. 16mo. cloth, 2s. Gd.

R. Clay, Printer , Bread' Street Hill.
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